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Abstract 
Content of the thesis is focused on a relatively new term in marketing – Human 
Resource Marketing, and its analysis and implementation to ABB Czech Republic, s.r.o. 
The human resources marketing intertwines quantitative and quantitative methods of 
marketing together with activities and objectives of the personnel management. 
Challenge of the thesis is application of personnel management into a marketing process 
which would provide theoretical framework of methods and techniques to analyze 
present situation and help to determine, and solve issues related to the corporate 
personnel marketing system.  
 
Abstrakt 
Obsah této diplomové práce se zaměřuje na poměrně novou součást marketingu – 
personální marketing, jeho analýzu a následnou aplikaci ve společnosti ABB Česká 
republika, s.r.o. Personální marketing do jisté míry propojuje kvantitativní a 
kvantitativní metody marketingu s činnostmi a cíli personálního managementu. 
Záměrem této práce je aplikaci personálního managementu do jednotlivých fází 
marketingového procesu za účelem vytvoření teoretického rámce metod a technik 
potřebných k průzkumu současných aktivit personálního marketingu, stanovení 
nedostatků a jejich následné řešení.  
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Introduction 
Despite to a current economic situation which reflects significantly upon a 
labor market, many companies have discovered emerging problem in form of 
decreasing number of high-quality employees whose are important for further 
development of a company and in most cases even its survival within global 
competition. Basically there are two main approaches which companies may follow. 
First is to develop and train own employees or become leader of the labor market and 
attract new candidates. These two mentioned approaches cover the human resources 
marketing on which the thesis is focused.  
The thesis named The Proposal of Effective System of Personal Marketing in 
Selected Company primary focuses on analysis of key objectives of the system and 
according to contribution to the company and to the author‟s professional preferences 
will be chosen one or two areas for deeper analysis and suggested a proposal of more 
effective measures of the personal marketing system. Submitter of the thesis is ABB 
Czech Republic, s.r.o. which is Czech subsidiary of Swiss company ABB Group. The 
thesis would deepen knowledge about marketing, personal management, personal 
marketing and project management, and its usage in real business environment.  
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1. Executive Summary 
1.1. Objectives and Problem Statement 
Practically the personal marketing was applied in praxis long time before it was 
officially named.  A first form of the marketing were activities pursued to meet 
fractional personal objectives with use of marketing approach, for example flexible 
employees structure to cut labor cost, headhunting to provide skilled management, 
provide to employees comfortable place to work etc. The personal marketing covers all 
the activities to achieve one aggregate - strategic goal: 
– dispose of talented employees whose could be considered as a competitive 
advantage. 
To meet this goal requires all kind of fractional goals on lower management 
level such as to address appropriate candidates, choose among them the best, provide 
them optimal place to work, develop their talent and provide them exceptional 
conditions to build loyalty etc. because satisfied and loyal employees usually solve 
problems connected with productivity, quality of work, innovations, and issues related 
to fluctuation.  
Additionally, ABB and as same as other technical orientated companies has 
nowadays issues to achieve the main goal of the personnel marketing because of a lack 
of skilled candidates which would provide to company desired progress and 
innovations. And that is why the companies stated to invest more into their own 
employees and put more effort to search for new candidates. Main issues of the thesis 
can be summarized: 
 
Which are the activities to meet the strategic goal? 
Which one is the most effective? 
Is the activity conducted on optimal level? 
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Assignment of the thesis is to analyze present situation of the selected company 
focused on human resources marketing strategy based on the theoretical background 
and propose effective tactical improvements. 
 
1.2. Thesis Overview 
The thesis has two main parts: theoretical and practical. The theoretical part 
summarizes all theoretical inputs important for processing of the practical part, and is 
divided into three subareas. Firs area gathers theory and approach of the personal 
marketing and set boundaries between the corporate human resources management and 
marketing. Moreover introduces objectives of the personnel marketing and its tools and 
techniques. Next part deals with immerging of personal management and marketing 
based on the theory of marketing process and conversion into human resources 
marketing process. The second part contains theoretical structure important for 
analytical part to characterize present situation and definition of the problem, and also 
author‟s proposals of solution. Third, and the last part includes theoretical outline of a 
personnel activities used often by company within its human resources strategy. For 
instance, selection and hiring process, adaptation process, and employer brand etc.  
Outcomes from the theoretical part are used as a base for the practical solution. 
Within this part is a special attention paid to a description of the problem, analysis of 
the  personnel marketing activities based on provided document and author‟s finding, 
research aimed on the chosen segment of the human resources system, and author‟s own 
proposal in the specific segment. Implementation of the proposal will be designed as 
project which would provide detail description of the process with duration and 
resources.   
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2. Theoretical Basis of the Work 
2.1. Human Resources Marketing 
This relatively new term is in publications described as a marketing approach 
in human resources management, and all effort to create internal and external 
attractiveness of the company in order to recruit and retain the most valuable employees 
(Koubek, 2007). However, detailed outlook of the discipline indicates complicated 
structure of operational, tactic and strategic activities which requires deeper knowledge 
of personnel management, and as well as marketing management. In another definition 
is the personal marketing characterized in two different ways. The narrow one is 
understood as a long term ensuring of human resources from the external labor market 
with help of company‟s image and reputation. In the broader sense is the personal 
marketing described as a set of measures aimed to improve stability of existing 
employees and relationship (Dvořáková, 2004). 
In order to truly understand concept of human resources marketing, it is 
advisable to specify both terms: human resources management (further just HRM) and 
marketing separately.  
 
2.1.1. Definition of Human Resource Management 
HRM or often called personnel management is very broad area of management, 
and basically represents “activities focused on obtaining, organizing and motivating 
people required by enterprises, with developing an organization climate, and 
management style which will promote cooperation, and trust between all people 
working in it” (Armstrong, 1977). Moreover, help to enterprises meet their legal 
obligations and its social responsibilities towards employees with regards to the 
condition of work, and quality of life provided for them.  
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2.1.2. Definition of Marketing 
“Marketing is a process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, 
promotion and distribution of ideas, goods, and services to create exchanges that satisfy 
individual and organizational objectives” (Bennett, 1988). In human resources 
marketing has to be also determined these factors in order to satisfy company‟s demand 
and people‟s supply. Additionally, Dr. Philip Kotler, one of guru of modern marketing 
defined marketing as process of exploring, creating, and delivering value to satisfy the 
needs of a target market at a profit (Kotler, 2003). This is important thought even in 
personnel marketing because during working process is the value transferred on 
employees in form of further development, and relationship which is rewarded by 
increasing value of employer brand.  
In real business environment there are visible differences in marketing and 
human resources marketing. The first difference is a market on which companies 
operate. In case of marketing, companies concentrate on a market of products and 
services which is characterized as a combination of supply of the products and services 
offered by companies, and demand by households. On the other side, the personnel 
marketing primary focuses on the labor market where situation is different, supply is 
represented by households and demand by companies. Next diversity can be seen in 
targeted groups. In marketing customers drive the demand on the market and logically 
all activities are primary focused on them. The personnel marketing provide quite 
different and unique approach.  Targeted groups are placed mostly on the external labor 
market, but also within company – internal labor market. The segmentation basically 
involves present and potential employees. Potential employees are very broad mixture 
of people because the segment consists of all people who are beneficial for company. 
For instance could be mentioned students, graduates, skilled unemployed experts, or 
specialists working for competitors. Last difference is in a goal, the mission of 
marketing and the personal marketing. “The aim of marketing is to know and 
understand the customer so well the product or service fits him and sells itself” 
(Drucker, 1977). The human resources marketing has quite opposite purpose, to predict 
and satisfy company‟s HR needs through recruiting and retaining skilled and motivated 
employees with usage of marketing and personnel tools. The table 1 summarizes 
deference between marketing and human resources marketing.  
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Table 1: Comparison of Marketing and HR Marketing 
 Marketing HR-Marketing 
Market: Products and services  Labor  
Target: Customer  Potential and present employees 
Goal: Predict and satisfying customer‟s 
needs  
Predict and satisfy company‟s 
personnel needs  
Source: Stýblo, 2003 
 
Based on the previous description of the human resources marketing the main 
aim of the company is to create strong links with the external labor market and to 
strengthen relation with the internal labor market represented by current employees. 
From a short-term point of view personnel marketing approach means to search and 
attract candidates, support of selection and recruiting process, development programs, 
benefits etc. From a long-term point of view is the vision growing image of company, 
attractiveness of corporation and employer brand etc.  
Internal personnel marketing activities are aimed on inner sphere of company 
to ensure stable structure of educated, skilled and motivated employees. These activities 
may include hiring, adaptation process, evaluation, layout, motivation, or outplacement 
of employees. Furthermore, motivation incentives such as benefits, training and 
development of workforce, and last but not least care for employees. External includes 
all efforts which cross border of company from inside and comes to contact with all 
applicants, candidates during recruitment and selection process. Moreover, 
communication with potential candidates during job-fairs, presentations, special 
lectures, and all other external actions which are able to influence company‟s employer 
brand and image. Cooperation is very specific term in personnel marketing because 
may involve the internal and also the external marketing, but often requires long process 
of integration, for instance with universities. 
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2.2. Marketing Process in HR Marketing 
Standard marketing model contains four steps (exhibit 1) beginning with the 
market research to indentify costumer‟s needs, then followed by the segmentation, the 
targeting and the positioning, next step is design of the marketing mix which is base for 
marketing strategy, and the last step in the model is managing marketing functions to 
achieve strategic objectives (Kotler, 2007). The marketing process model consists of 
many effective tools which can be used in human resources management to meet its 
objectives. 
 
Exhibit 1: Marketing Process Model 
 
 
Source: Kotler, 2007 
 
2.2.1. Research 
Marketing research is becoming significant tool of the human resources 
marketing while costumer‟s needs analysis is replaced by potential employee‟s analysis. 
Methods and techniques of the research stay the same with all advantages and 
disadvantages. First has to be clarified which characteristic the potential employees 
supposed to posses, and based on the requirements are selected areas of research. 
Personnel marketing research is usually conducted in very specialized sectors 
characterized by high level of specialization for example information technology, 
engineering, medicine and business. This kind of research cannot be conducted on 
1.
• Research
2.
• Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning
3.
• Marketing Mix
4.
• Control
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common labor market because it would provide more quantity of data rather than 
quality, but in specialized places with high concentration of the experts with required 
skills and knowledge to ensure efficiency, for instance schools, universities, 
employment office, professional internet portals, association and much more. Outcomes 
from the research are quite similar as in plain marketing. The specialists try to find out 
level of skills and education on the labor market, requirements, motivation factors and 
all further information important for the segmentation. 
“Process of the marketing research consists of four steps: definition of 
problem and goals of the research, plan of gathering data, implementation of plan and 
data analysis, and interpretation of results” (Kotler, 2007). 
Definition of problem and goals of a research – represents difficult step and 
often influences whole further research. Factors such as high turnover, lack of talents, 
performance fluctuation, losing market share, increasing gap between competitors etc. 
can be considered as a potential problem which leads to the research goal – to locate the 
causes. Based on the theory there are three basic researches: 
 
 Informative research –helps to identify and define problem, and describe 
hypothesis. 
 Descriptive research – describes marketing problems, situations and market. 
 Causal research – tests hypothesis. 
 
Plan of gathering data – second step defines which data are relevant, and 
design the plan of gathering in order to get the most predicative result. For the data 
collection are used basically two sources: primary source (data solving concrete 
present problem) and secondary source (already existing data). There are three main 
methods of research: 
 
 Survey research – used to gather primary data to learn about incentive factors, 
motivation etc.  
 Behavior research – primary data about customer‟s behavior in concrete 
situation. 
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 Experimental research – data gained from preselected groups of respondents in 
different situations. 
 
Implementation of plan and data analysis – next phase of the marketing 
research is data collection, processing, and analyzing. This step can be conducted by 
company (marketing department) or in form of outsourcing by external marketing 
agency. Data has to be carefully gathered, selected, analyzed and controlled. Results are 
listed into charts with average values, and other statistic values useful for easier result 
interpretation. 
Interpretation of results – it is last, but not less important part of the 
marketing research. The interpretation has to be clear, understandable, and based strictly 
on results from the previous step. Results are presented by research team to 
management. 
 
2.2.2. Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning 
It is proper to mention that marketing mix is a tactical rather than a strategic 
tool of marketing. This is a typical mistake of many marketers and books about 
marketing (Kotler, 2007).  
Segmentation – it is basically separation of market on groups of customers 
with different needs and behavior which requires special products or whole marketing 
mix. In human resources marketing it is determination of specific groups in the labor 
according to segmentation criteria such as geography, demographic factors, 
psychological etc. Based on the factors and company‟s requirements the segment s can 
be separated into smaller segments – micro segments or niche segments.  
There is many ways of the market segmentation, but not all of them are 
effective. In order to achieve the most beneficial effect of segmentation it is desirable 
observe following terms which should each segment fulfill (Armstron, Kotler, 2003):  
 
1. Measurable 
2. Accessible 
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3. Size 
4. Differentiation 
 
Types of Segmentation: 
 Geographic – segmentation based on geographic unites e.g. country, region, city 
etc. 
 Demographic – segmentation based on demographic variables such as age, sex, 
family, incomes, nationality etc. 
 Psychological – separation according to social class, life-style etc. 
 Behavioral – segmentation of market based on behaving characteristics of 
customers, for instance according to their knowledge about product and market, 
attitudes, believes etc.  
 
Targeting – evaluation process of attractiveness in specific segment according 
to previous segmentation analysis and concentrate on one or more the most attractive 
segments. In labor market has to be specified what kind of people with specific skills, 
and knowledge company demand and which segment is able to provide such 
requirements.  
Positioning – last phase is to differentiate company from competitors based on 
determination of product specification, and create effective marketing mix. In case of 
personnel marketing company present itself in the labor market in order to attract the 
best candidates with usage of brand values, employee value proposition, employer 
brand etc. These values can be compared with competitor on the market with usage of 
positioning map to analyze position of company and eventually adjust the marketing 
mix according to the position changes requests.  The positioning map is a marketing 
tool to find available position in market due to saturation. Usually are used two or more 
variables: price and quality from which is the position determined by their combination. 
To build up a strong employer branding name and image is long-term run, and only 
companies with strong stable image are able to have high requirements on their 
candidates (Barning, Rothweiler, 2010). 
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2.2.3. Marketing Mix 
Marketing mix went through progressive a development and was fully 
standardized in 1960 by Jerry McCarthy who proposed to combine all components 
together and replace distribution with term place and accomplished “4P‟s” 
transformation. In next few years was marketing mix popularized by Philip Kotler who 
emphasized that marketing mix must always precede strategic decisions relating to 
segmentation, targeting and positioning (Armstrong, 2007).  
Marketing mix is a set of tactical marketing tools - product, price, (place) 
distribution and communication (promotion) policies that allow to company adjust 
menu according to customers in the target market (Armstrong, Kotler, 2004). 
As a tool of personal marketing is marketing mix described and compared with 
the traditional marketing in exhibit 2.  Within this approach a potential employee is 
now becoming costumer. Human resources in company are influenced by social and 
psychological factors, and that is why marketing tool used in HRM has to be understood 
in context of specific corporate culture (Antosová, 2005).  
 
Exhibit 2: Marketing Mix in HR Marketing 
 MARKETING HR MANAGEMENT 
PRODUCT Products and services Job, internship, thesis etc. 
PRICE Value of the product Motivation, salary, bonuses 
PROMOTION Product knowledge  Job offer, channels, communication 
PLACE Distribution to customers Place of business, environment, culture 
Source: Antosová, 2005, Author 
 
Product – indicates not only product or service, but by other words everything 
that can be offered on market and everything that will satisfy customer‟s needs and 
expectations (Armstrong, Kotler, 2004). In personnel marketing is the product 
characterized when company plans to fill a vacancy. HR department closely 
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collaborates with line managers to collect, organize and review specific aspects and 
requirements of the vacancy. Outcome of the job analysis would be job description and 
the required qualifications and personal profile of worker.  
Price – is value of product expressed in money. Price includes discounts, terms 
and conditions of payment, refunds or credit options (Armstrong, Kotler, 2004). Price is 
also another instrument of personnel marketing mix which refers to motivation and 
reward system in company. “According to Herzber‟s research, there are two different 
motivations: inner motivation – factors created by people themselves, and outer 
motivation or stimulation” (Armstrong, 2007). All activities and performance in 
company are influenced mostly by outer motivation. Reward (in the form of wages, 
salary, bonuses and other rewards) determines the price of the vacancy just like in the 
classic marketing mix is evaluation component price.  
Place – distribution are all activities connected with availability of product to 
consumers. Also indicates where and how the product will be sold, including 
distribution channels, distribution networks, sales range, supply and transportation 
(Kotler, 2004). The place or distribution in the human resources marketing mix is 
represented by working environment, material location or culture. The corporate culture 
is characterized as a structure of values, norms, attitudes, assumptions which are not 
formal but still influences behavior and job performance stimulation (Armstrong, 2007). 
This phenomenon is creating internal and external framework of operation for personal 
marketing. Corporate culture provides a framework for all decision-making processes of 
managers, and other employees as same as communication. Key is that if company 
would like to attract and retain skilled experts, first has to provide optimal working 
environment, comfortable and suitable from personal development. 
Promotion – communication is a way how consumers learn about the product 
(from direct sales through public relations, advertising and sales promotion), and all 
effort to convince potential customers to buy a product (Armstrong, 2007).  In term of 
personnel marketing it is presentation of the vacancies, and firms in the labor market.  
There are different methods of presentation; the selection depends on various factors 
such as the attractiveness and importance of the job, sources of potential candidates, 
urgency etc. 
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2.2.4. Managing Marketing Efforts 
In the final phase of the marketing process company puts into action the 
marketing mix to achieve strategic goals. It is structure of four closely related marketing 
management functions which contains analysis planning, implementation and control. 
First step of the process it to develop broad company plan and then transfer it into 
divisions, product or brand, and continue with the implementation part to turns the plans 
into action. Last step is a control, which is used to asses actual marketing activities. The 
marketing analysis provides information to all of the other marketing activities 
(Armstrong, Kotler, 2004).  
Market Analysis – managing the previous mentioned functions starts with 
analysis of the market and company environment to find attractive opportunities and 
threads. The environment consists of two levels: macro and micro environment. Macro 
and micro environment is according to strategic marketing management theory 
described as an environment which is difficult or impossible control. Furthermore is 
important to realize strength and weakness used in competitive environment (Kotler, 
2007). In strategic personal marketing it is desirable to assess external environment to 
complete proper SWOT analysis, but on tactical level is enough to compare such 
competitor‟s activities as potential threads.  
Marketing Planning – usually involves decision on marketing strategies. Very 
detailed marketing plan is mandatory for each company, product, or brand to success 
against competition. Outcome of this phase is marketing strategy focused on specific 
target market, positioning, the marketing mix, and marketing expenditure levels 
activities (Armstron, Kotler, 2004). Within developing the marketing strategy is 
important to design how the strategy will respond to threads, how to eliminate 
weakness, how take an advantage from opportunities, and how to make from strength 
competitive advantage.  
Marketing Implementation – to create detailed and good marketing strategy 
is not automatically a key to success. The challenge comes with strategy 
implementation in real environment. It is implementation of the strategy what turns 
plans into action to achieve strategic marketing objectives. 
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Marketing Control – during the whole process marketing department has to 
conduct constant marketing control. The marketing control consists of results of 
success, or failure from the marketing strategies and plans, and taking corrective action. 
There are two approaches in marketing controlling: operational control and strategic 
control (Armstron, Kotler, 2004). 
 
 Operating control – taking care of ongoing performance compared to the annual 
plan, and if necessary taking corrective actions.  
 Strategic control – controlling if the strategy match company opportunities. A 
major tool in strategic controlling is marketing audit. 
 
2.3. HR Activities in Human Resources Management 
There are also HRM activities mentioned above which are strongly connected 
with the personnel marketing in term of building company‟s image, brand, relation etc.  
 
2.3.1. Recruitment and Selection Process 
“Recruitment is a process of finding qualified people and encouraging them to 
apply for a work. Selection process is choosing among those who do apply” (French, 
1986). The process itself can have different structure based on a HRM strategy, and the 
mission is to design the most appropriate and effective for company. For instance, 
recruiting and selection process in attachment 2 consists of single recruitment 
specification which is based on personal specification and job description, next phase is 
identification of suitable candidates, review of candidates and final selection of suitable 
candidate accomplished with contract sign.  
But recruitment process is not just a mechanism of searching, selection, and 
placement of the successful candidate to a vacancy, but in many cases it is a first 
contact, the first impression of company related to the image and brand.  This is 
something what companies do not realize, because major percentage of applicants 
would spread their experience in case of failure nor success.  It is in the interest of 
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company to keep this information positive which requires perfect recruitment strategy 
on professional level because negative experience is, especially in time of social medias 
and internet, much faster than positive experience. Recruitment and selection is carried 
out in three stages (Armstrong, 1977): 
 
1. Defining requirements – preparing job description and specifications, deciding 
terms and condition of employment. 
2. Attracting candidates – reviewing and evaluating alternative source of applicant, 
inside or outside of the company.  
3. Selecting candidates – sifting applications, interviewing, assessing candidates etc.  
 
Methods Recruitment 
Methods of recruitment can be divided according to level of searching activity 
as active and passive. Based on a trend especially in very specialized areas such as 
medicine, IT, high-tech or management is prevailing active candidate searching. Active 
searching depends on specific position and can be conducted by company or by external 
agency.  Each method has its own specifications such as costs, speed, reliability etc., 
and it depends on HR department which method consider as the most effective. The 
recruiting process starts with determination of amount of incoming workforce, exact 
time schedule and decision which labor market (inner/outer) choose as a source of 
candidates. 
Recruiting within organization – to find suitable candidate from inner circle 
is often considered as the best solution, and can have a form of benefit from 
extraordinary workers as a motivation factor or as development process for talented 
employees to subsequently go through all management levels from operational up to 
strategic level. There are several methods used to find suitable candidate (Dvořáková, 
2012): 
 
 Controlled discipleship 
 Internal recruiting process 
 Internal mobility  
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Recruiting outside the organization – even though workforce from the 
outside of the company brings benefits in terms of fresh employees with new ideas and 
excitement, on the other side it the most difficult form of the recruitment. As a source 
(segment) are used graduated students, women returning from maternity leave, 
unemployed people, foreigners, and people with handicap or pensioners (Dvořáková, 
2012).  Methods depends on a job requirement, budget availability and preparation 
analysis. The most common external methods are aimed on as follows: 
 
 Employment office 
 E-recruitment 
 Job-fairs  
 Advertising 
 Personal agencies 
 Schools and universities 
 
Selection Process 
Selection of future employees is next stage after the recruitment process. 
Objective of selection is to choose the most suitable candidate. It is very specific 
process of data collection and evaluation, and other information about applicants with 
contribution of tools and methods which are able to forecast effectiveness of the 
candidate.  The selection usually consists of two basic stages: pre-selection and 
interview. Other important phases of the selection are verification of references and 
contract negotiation (Dvořáková, 2012). 
Pre-selection – very broad selection mostly based on analysis of candidate‟s 
CVs and cover letters. Data are used for comparison of relevant references and job 
requirements (e.g. education, previous job experience, special skills and qualities etc.), 
and the analysis should answer the following (Dvořáková, 2012): 
 
 If the candidate is capable to perform offered position 
 If is suitable for work environment 
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 What candidate‟s motivation to work for the company 
 
Other pre-selection methods are: 
 
 Personal questionnaire  
 Knowledge tests 
 Assessment center 
 
Job interview – is considered among personnel specialists as the most 
important section of the recruitment and selection process for applicants, and also for 
companies. Interview is suitable for verification of applicant‟s capabilities detected 
from the pre-selection phase and basically can have two forms:  
 
 Structured interview  
 Unstructured interview 
 
During the job interview is achieved close collaboration between line managers 
and HR department especially during job requirement determination and interview. The 
interview can have two rounds. In the first one are interviewers HR specialist who 
assesses candidates personal skills (soft), and in the second line manager vivificate 
required knowledge and skills (hard).  
Recruitment and selection is personal process with aim to identify human 
resources, address suitable candidates and among them select the one who‟s perfectly 
meet job-description requirements and is capable to adapt into company‟s culture. 
Wrong selected employees is negative factor of the process because people who are not 
suitable for the organization have tendency to lead to increased labor turnover, 
increased costs, and lowering of morale among existing workforce.  
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Contract 
The last phase of the recruitment and selection process is negotiating of 
conditions and signing of contract with successful candidates. In Czech Republic in 
compliance with labor law (§ 34 sub. 4), the contract is required in written form and has 
to be signed by both subjects (company and employee) before employee official entry to 
a company (Chladková, Bukovjan, 2012). The contract contains obligatory requirements 
such as: 
 
 Type of work  
 Place 
 Day of entry 
 
Furthermore, the contract may include other specifications - expiration date of 
contract, reward (wage/salary), or type of arrangement which can be used as a tool of 
personnel marketing strategy.  
 
Flexible Working Arrangements 
Flexible working arrangements have become modern tools of HRM. The 
flexible contracts can have two faces. The first is flexible respond to changing economic 
situation in term of fluctuation of supply and demand in the market, and second is 
related to a substitute effect when people prefer personal time rather than work
1
. 
Basically it means that employee have a choice of working hours diverge from 
traditional labor time (Stýblo a kol, 2011). However, the flexibility is an overarching 
term that incorporates number of different types of personnel strategies. 
The flexible working arrangements can be distinguished as traditional (shift-
work, overtime work, work in unsocial working time), and modern working 
arrangements which on usual terms consist of two sections based on actual working 
time, working interaction and pauses: 
                                                 
1
 With this trend deals relatively new term in HRM – Life-time balance.  
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 Shift-work – situations where workers replace one another after certain period of 
time within 24 hours which would be a cause of longer operating time. There are 
several types of shift operations and the length of individual shifts can vary 
depends on capacity and operating decisions. The most common are eight hours 
shifts, but can be longer neither shorter. Arrangement shifts may be fixed or 
rotating (Chládková, Bukovjan 2012). 
 Overtime work – one of the options during high demand in order to increase 
capacity is a short-term additional work effort called overtime. This measure is 
less expensive then shift-work employment, but it depends on capacity of 
company. 
 Unsocial working time – forms of working times which usually take a place 
during evenings, nights, weekends etc. with low level of employment. 
Modern working arrangements consist of two sections based on actual working 
time, working interruptions and breaks. Within the modern flexible forms based on the 
working time are involved: 
 Flextime – is a variable work schedule based on a specific period of time when 
employee is required to be in work, and the rest of the day can be scheduled up 
according to employee‟s needs. 
 Staggered hours – employees begin and end work in different hours which are 
usually fixed according to corporate necessity.   
 Compressed work-weeks – for this form is typical that working hours and days are 
longer which causes that the working week is shorter. 
 Part-time – form of employment that carries less hours per week than a full-time 
job and even a reward is lower and usually fixed.  
 Term-time working – is designed primarily to help parents of school-age children 
work only when their children are at school.  
 Job sharing – is one of alternative work options where two people share the same 
position in a company, each of them works just part of the week. Often used in case 
of sabbatical, parental leave and others. Additionally, important is effective 
communication between participants.  
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Furthermore, other modern forms of flexible working contracts based on 
working interruptions and breaks involve:  
 Sabbatical – related to academic and other professions. During the sabbatical 
employees in some countries, depends on law regulations, receive wages or 
unemployment benefits, and the job is guaranteed after return.  
 Parental leave – paid or unpaid form of work interruption. Usually refers to the 
mother, father or both in order to care for children. The position in company is in 
most countries guaranteed. 
 Educational leave – very specific form of working break. Used in case that 
student was sent to university or other educating facility by company. The 
position is guaranteed. 
 Part-time retirement – employee works part-time after leaving into retirement.  
The flexibility brings mutual benefits to employers and also to employees, but 
just in case when the flexible working conditions involve interests of both parties. This 
kind of mutually beneficial flexibility is called positive flexibility. Positive flexibility is 
usually tied to time flexibility. If the flexibility is result of a strict enforcement related to 
interests of employer regardless of preferences and needs of employees, in that case it is 
called negative flexibility. 
 
2.3.2. Adaptation Process 
Nowadays the situation on the labor market is not simple and to find a suitable 
candidate is complicated and costly process, but to hire a new employee does not 
necessary mean the problem solution. True is, that adaptation and further development 
program is a key to success. This is something what companies underestimate and for 
many of them is becoming real issue because without properly adapted employees 
company may lose its performance and record high turnover.  Despite to all difficulties 
and resources the recruiting process usually ends with the sigh of the contract without 
realizing how crucial the aftercare is. Adaptation of new employees is on a same level 
of importance as recruitment and that why a systematic and planed process is required. 
When new employees join the company there should be provided optimal conditions to 
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handle their jobs, grow together with company‟s culture etc.  It is desirable to determine 
difference between probation and adaptation process because even though they are 
mostly intertwined the purpose of each process is different.  
 
 Probation – is a period of time which is given by labor law. During the 
probationary period the employee and the employer may terminate the 
employment contract without any specific explanation at least three days prior to 
the date on which the employment relationship ends (Chládková, Bukovjan, 
2012). 
 Adaptation process – can be diverse and unique in every company. Length is 
usually one year, but it depends on specific position and specialization.  
 
Tools of Adaptation Process 
 Adaptation communication should continue right after contract is signed, 
before worker officially entry company, supported by standard tools used in personal 
department such as adaptation plan, adaptation trainings, rotation, and feedback 
(Armstrong, 2007).  
Adaptation plan – each employee should get written individual adaptation 
plan. Length of the integration into company depends on intensity and position from 
few weeks for “blue-collar” positions, to several months long adaptation period mostly 
for top management positions. Important component in the adaptation plan is layout of 
incoming information to ensure that employee has enough information, and on the other 
hand is not overloaded by the information. Introduction part of adaptation is mostly 
focused on organization, information about company etc. To support adapting 
employees, companies provide adaptation brochures, videos containing the most 
important information. 
Adaptation trainings – or orientation training (Styblo a kol, 2011) is 
convenient to use when company is hiring bigger amount of new. Orientation training 
consists of presentation from managers about activities in specific departments, vision 
and mission of company, strategy and other organizational information. 
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Rotation – is one the most effective methods in adaptation process. New 
employee is according to a plan for given period of time working and solving tasks in 
different department. Aim of the rotation is to gain additional experience and 
knowledge about company‟s processes (Armstrong, 2007). 
Feedback – another significant part of the adaptation process is the feedback to 
management, mentor, coach or other worker responsible for new employees in 
adaptation process. According to DMC Management Consulting company survey 
(2011), despite the fact that 88% interviewed companies has a formal adaptation policy, 
one third of them is not receiving any feedback, or any other reactions from new 
employees. Lack of companies interested in feedback could possibly lead to a decreased 
ability to find vulnerabilities in order to shortened and streamline whole adaptation 
process. The evaluation tools during adaptation process are usually interviews, 
questionnaires or manuals for new employees. During feedback interview should be 
paid special attention to employee‟s questions and at the end of the process new 
employee should be fully informed without any further questions. The most important 
part of the feedback is a final interview which brings to an end the adaptation process. 
The interview is used to assess results of adaptation process, design development 
program, and discus duties and responsibilities (Styblo a kol, 2011). 
 
2.3.3. Employer Branding 
It is a fact that name of company or its brand is one of major tasks of the 
human resources marketing. The Employer Brand Institute defines the brand as image 
of the organization as a „great place to work‟ in minds of current employees and key 
stakeholders in the external market (active and passive candidates, clients, customers 
and other stakeholders) (Minchington, 2010). Only really strong brand name on the 
labor market brings an attention and attraction to the organization. Therefore companies 
have realized that they have to focus on the positive brand experience on same level 
which is typical for a costumer brand management. Employer brand management is 
intertwined with talent management because conclusion of survey conducted by 
Corporate Leadership Council in 2006 shows that company with strong employer brand   
provides access to 20% more high-skilled candidates than companies with unmanaged 
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employer brand strategy, because the best professionals would like to work in the best 
companies. In summary, main advantages are seen in better access to quality candidates 
at lower costs which enhances a balance between supply and acceptance of candidates. 
Furthermore, companies with a strong employer brand reputation are able to attract 
candidates away from their current employers with significantly lower increase in 
compensation than companies with weak employer brand reputation.  
Important fact in using employer branding strategy is a difference between a 
brand vision and a brand reality  
 
 The brand vision is a part of company brand strategy based on approach how 
company would like to be perceived by employees and potential candidates. 
 The brand reality is the outcome of employer branding approach which states 
what the difference between company‟s promises and reality is.  Most of 
companies watch their reality because in many cases it would mean loss.  
The gap between the brand vision and the brand reality is an undesirable state, 
because no matter how is the concept of the employer brand sophisticated the difference 
could be dramatically reflected in corporate culture and image.  The company‟s 
branding message has to be based on the real situation at work, in other words daily life 
at work should match the official employment policy and brand values in general. There 
are two main goals which are required to focus on after integration of the employer 
brand strategy. The first goal is to maintain the clarity, consistency and continuity of the 
brand. The second goal is to introduce changes that will help to develop, stretch and 
refresh the brand. Striking the right balance between these two tasks is constant 
challenge. Too much changes and the brand will lose its focus, change too little and the 
brand will lose its relevance. 
 
Research Techniques of Employer Branding 
To have shining branding name can without doubts become source of 
competitive advantage on the labor market. Even though, it is usually obvious if 
company has strong or weak brand, each company supposed to first determine level of 
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the employer brand and then is able to take appropriate improving actions. There are 
quantitative and qualitative measures methods to analyze it (Mosley, 2009): 
 
 Labor market mapping – indicates where the company can find the most 
suitable potential candidates. 
 Attraction analysis – shows motivation factors, and what people expect from 
potential employers. 
 External image research – describes awareness of job seekers regard the 
company in relation to other employers and decision factors. 
 Employee engagement surveys– show how to engage current employees. 
 Engagement driver analysis –analyzes what drives employee engagement in 
company and encourages their loyalty. 
 Appreciative inquiry – determine strengths and weaknesses in term of image of 
company. 
 Best practice benchmarking– based on comparison to leading companies and 
their human resources marketing activates to improve image and employer brand.  
 
There are also ranking surveys mapping employer branding in comparison to 
competitors. In Czech Republic there are conducted every year at least three employer 
branding high-volume surveys: 
 
 The Best Employer – survey conducted by Aon Hewitt (2012) analyzes the 
personnel policies in Czech Republic and other European countries. The study 
describes characteristics of companies that are providing good-working 
environment, and based on the data complete a list of the best employers in Czech 
Republic, and Central and Eastern Europe. Within this survey are the data 
collected from employees which provides higher awareness about the employer 
branding reality. Last year attended the survey more than 8000 employees from 
80 companies (Aon Hewitt, 2013).  
 
 The Most Desired Company – survey conducted by student organization AIESEC 
analyzes university student‟s image of ideal future employer. In 2010 the survey 
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attended almost 1500 students from 20 universities, mostly economically 
orientated (AIESEC, 2010) 
 
 TOP Zaměstnavatelé – more complex survey conducted by ČESU (Czech Union 
of Students) attended in 2012 almost 10 500 students. This survey has three 
categories: Economist, Lawyer and Engineer. Aim of the project is to provide 
unique comparison of employers in the Czech labor market to the students and 
help them with decision where they should apply for a job (ČESU, 2013).  
Difference between previously mentioned surveys can be seen primary in the 
sample of respondents and image they are providing. The most desired company and the 
top zaměstnavatelé represents the brand vision because the respondents are student 
without any inner experience about company. The best employer has better predicative 
ability in the reality because the respondents are actual employees.  
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3. Present Situation and Problem Analysis 
3.1. Research 
The research is the first step of the marketing process which includes definition 
of researched problem, plan of data gathering, implementation of the plan and 
interpretation of the results.  
 
3.1.1. Problem and Aim Definition 
To define the problem and determine the goal of the research is the most 
important part of the entire marketing research. With reference to the survey was 
problem factor defined as a lack of talented or skilled employees and applicants in 
specialized companies concretely in technically orientated. Within this research will be 
focused primary on university students with mechanical and technical major. The aim of 
the research would be: 
 
1. To clarify student‟s motivators and incentives related to employer brand. 
2. To assess difference between employer brand vision and reality in order to 
determine the employer brand identity.  
 
Furthermore, one of the outcomes would be effective communication channels 
between students and company.  First has to be defined motivators for students to 
cooperate or apply for a job which represents employer branding strategy and then 
design effective way of knowledge and information transfer from the company to the 
students and other way around.  
 
3.1.2. Description of Gathering Data 
Target of the phase is to define necessary methodology and techniques which 
would provide relevant data to achieve the targets.  As a inspiration of the survey will 
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be used the segment candidates specifically university students of Brno University of 
Technology. The author chose as a method of survey research often used to assess 
thoughts, opinions, and feelings in many fields such as marketing, sociology, 
psychology etc. (Kotler, 2003).  
 
Data Source Preparation 
As it was mentioned in theoretical part source of data is divided into primary 
and secondary.  
 
 Primary data – are divided into three areas with use of two gathering techniques 
(questionnaire and interview). Unique form of information used as a base for 
better understanding of personnel marketing mix (Armstrong, Kotler, 2004).   
 
 Secondary data -   source of data gathered for different purpose than the research 
and currently available for the author. Basically is divided into internal and 
external (Armstrong, Kotler, 2004). 
 
o Internal – data provided by HR department (ABB) during the diploma 
thesis writing according to author needs. Some of information are 
clarified as sensitive and after spoken agreement with the consultant 
from ABB cannot be published. Internal data can be named for instance: 
action list of HRM activities, document about university cooperation in 
Czech Republic, reward and benefit system, recruiting system, ABB 
annual reports.  
o External – broad available formation e.g. from Czech Statistical Office, 
reports from researches such as Talent Shortage Survey or results from 
employer branding surveys (The Best Employer, The Most Desired 
Company and TOP Zaměstnavatelé) 
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Methodology 
Questionnaire – includes questions specified on two main areas. The first area 
is focused on communication between students and company in term of effective 
channels and motivation factors etc. Aim of the second area is to describe ABB as the 
employer. Motivator can be afterwards employed by company for the strategy 
adjustments and focus on ABB would serve to learn about effectiveness of employer 
branding activities and personnel marketing strategy. The questionnaire consists of three 
parts: 
 
1. Segmentation – based on the segmentation question students are split up for 
better orientation. 
2. Motivators – questions structured to analyze the most effective communication 
channels between the company and students and attractive incentives. 
3. Employer branding – important for characterizing ABB as the employer and 
describe employer branding vision which would be compared with the reality 
gained from interviews and in last step determine employer brand identity.   
 
Interview – within the research will be conducted one interview which is 
aimed on recently hired employees as graduates in order to compare employer branding 
reality, vision and set the vision. Interview would have open questions split into three 
areas described on exhibit 8 covering important information within the frame of the 
marketing strategy.  
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Exhibit 3: Structure of Interview 
 
Source: Author  
 
To ensure lucidity of the questions from the questionnaire and the interview, 
both techniques will be validated by group of preselected respondents to evaluate a level 
of understandability of questions, answers and questionnaire and interview in general. 
Prepared and approved questionnaire in electronic and printed form will be available on 
every official social network profile from Faculty of Electrical Engineering and 
Communication, Faculty of Information Technology and Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering. Assumed and satisfactory number of respondents would be around 100.  
 
3.1.3. Implementation and Data Analysis 
In previous paragraphs was described methodology and sources of gathering 
the data, and this section would introduce an actual collection, processing, and 
analyzing them with use of mentioned techniques: questionnaire and interview. This is 
one the main purpose of the thesis because it would help to describe the reality and 
compare it actual state, furthermore it will become an income to the second stage of the 
marketing process – segmentation, targeting and positioning.  
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Questionnaire Implementation 
Anonymous questionnaire conducted among students from BUT‟s faculties in 
digital and printed form. The digital form was available on http://www.survio.com, and 
placed on social networks portals used by students of targeted faculties and the printed 
from was in person handled to the students of faculties during their free time. The 
online questionnaire was filled up by 58 respondents and the printed by 66 respondents. 
In summary the survey attended 124 respondents, which is more that it was expected. 
Rate of return was in case of online questionnaire 34,64% (graph 4) estimated by 
comparison of clicks on questionnaire and actual fulfillment. Rate of return of printed 
questionnaire is 64% because in total was printed out 100 pieces.  
 
Graph 1: Statistic of Filled Online Questionnaires 
 
 
Source: www.survivo.com, 2013 
 
First three questions are aimed segmentation of the students in order to make a 
better outlook about respondents‟ structure important for ongoing segmentation based 
on the student‟s preferences.  Question 1, 2 divides the respondents according to their 
faculties and type of studies connected with year. Based on the results it is available to 
compare relationship between motivators and effective communication channels, and 
segmentation criteria.  
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Graph 2: Structure of Respondents Based on BUT Faculty 
 
Source: Author 
 
Graph 5 provides outline of the respondent‟s field of study. The majority is 
represented by students of Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Communication. 
Therefore the segmentation provides optimal balanced structure of the respondents. 
 
Graph 3: Structure of Respondents Based on Grade of Studies 
 
Source: Author 
 
The majority of the respondents is represented by student of the last grades of 
the studies. The cause can be seen in higher level of interest in companies as a potential 
employers.  
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Question 3 examines if the university is according to students opinion opened 
to cooperation with private sector. This question is important because lack of 
cooperating contributes to decreased level of practical experience. Moreover, 
universities opened to the private sector are attractive for companies. 
 
Graph 4: Effectiveness of Cooperation between BUT and Private Sector 
 
Source: Author 
 
The result of the question shows that according to prevailing opinion (42%) the 
university is not providing enough opportunities for collaboration with private sector in 
order to gain practical skills during studies. 
 
Question 4 is similar to the question 3, but even more important is goodwill 
from side of the students. Because even the most effective plan of collaboration would 
be ineffective without motivated and ambitious students‟ willingness to participate. That 
is why has to be analyzed which kind of cooperation is for students the most interesting.  
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Graph 5: Students Active Cooperation with Enterprises during Studies 
 
Source: Author 
 
The most typical form of cooperation between students and enterprises was 
marked part-time job by majority of 75,81%. Students among all options prefer type of 
cooperation which provides flexible time organization, reward based on type of 
arrangement, and practical skills. The second most used type of cooperation was chosen 
internship (25%) which provides similar benefits, but mostly without any material 
reward but with higher specialization skills.  
Question 5 analyzes preferred communication channels between students and 
private sector in term of job seeking or any other form of cooperation. Aim of the 
question is to determine the most optimal channels based on respondent‟s preferences. 
Question are arranged to rank channels from the most frequently used to the less. 
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Graph 6: Communication Channels 
 
Source: Author 
 
 Respondents have evaluated each source of information on scale from 1 (best) – 
5 (worst).  On the graph 5 is visible detailed structure of evaluation, but for more 
precise ranking overview is used average mark estimated on table 2 based on number of 
respondents. 
 
Table 2: Communication Channels Ranking 
 1 2 3 4 5 ∑ 
References 21 54 30 9 10 2,4 
Job-fairs 22 25 38 8 31 3,0 
Internet 60 41 9 8 6 1,9 
University 12 10 30 34 38 3,6 
HR agencies 8 16 32 22 46 3,7 
Press 6 21 28 20 45 3,5 
Source: Author‟s estimation 
 
Question 6 more specifies previous question and introduces detailed internet 
sources on condition that internet was chosen on the first, second or third place in 
previous question. Outcome of this question would be specific online source of 
information which the students consider as the most attractive.  
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Graph 7: Attractiveness of Internet Communication Channels 
 
Source: Author 
 
The questionnaire points out that the most used communication channel is 
among the students is considered on the first place official web pages of the companies 
(58,06%) followed by public job portals (56,45%). Different sources were tagged web-
pages as www.webtrh.cz, www.iaeste.cz and www.ikariera.cz.  
Question 7 also puts more precisely one attribute from question 5, concretely 
job fairs. The job-fairs are significant channel to address the subjects because benefits 
from communication process are bilateral. Companies present themselves and make a 
good impression on the students, map situation on labor market etc. On the other side, 
students get contacts, and learn about a company and its opportunities.  
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Graph 8: Job-fairs Participation in Czech Republic 
 
Source: Author 
 
Important finding is that majority of the students from researched faculties 
have never attended any job-fair. Within the frame of all mentioned job-fairs is the most 
visited iKariera which is organized by IAESTE organization at BUT Faculty of 
Business. Other attended job-fairs were mentioned e.g. Job Challenge placed in Brno. 
Question 8 is typical for employer brand vision description consists of factors 
influencing respondent‟s decision. There is a wide scale of offered incentives in order to 
attract talents. 
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Graph 9: Decision Factors to Apply for a Job 
 
Source: Author                                                         *Development and education programs  
 
The evaluation structure on the graph is converted into table 3 to estimate 
average mark for each segment and determinate the most attractive factor. 
 
Table 3: Decision Factors Ranking 
 1 2 3 4 5 ∑ 
Salary & Bonuses 42 68 12 2 0 1,8 
Job description 64 46 10 4 0 1,6 
Company knowledge 12 41 44 25 2 2,7 
Career  38 58 26 2 0 1,9 
Image 20 48 38 16 2 2,6 
D&E programs 36 42 38 8 0 2,1 
Locality 38 36 24 18 8 2,4 
Source: Author 
 
Question 9 shows which benefits offered to employees are attractive among 
students as potential employees. The bonuses are very specific factors which company 
can use as a tool of image promotion.   
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Graph 10: Attractive Bonuses  
 
Source: Author 
 
If the students had to decide about future employer just according to the 
benefits they would choose on the first place flexible working arrangements (62,9%) 
and language and education courses (56,45%).  
Question 10 analyzes how students would award themselves based on their 
knowledge and experience. This is very unique question because each student has 
different background and logically the self-award supposed to have increasing character 
from the lowest bachelor‟s grates up to master‟s.   
 
Graph 11: Salary Based on Own Knowledge and Experience 
 
Source: Author 
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Because of the majority of the bachelors‟ students it is obvious that the salary 
is between 25 000 CZK and 30 000 CZK. In case of the masters‟ students majority 
would require salary higher than 30 000 CZK. 
 
Question 11 is very simple, but important for the next part of the questionnaire 
focusing on ABB. The last part evaluate awareness of the students about the company 
and effectiveness of the ABB‟s personnel strategy aimed on BUT students. 
 
Graph 12: Awareness about ABB and Its Activities 
 
Source: Author 
 
45% of attended students have never heard about ABB which is relatively high 
amount because this number represents almost half of the sample. 
Question 12 introduces ABB a company and evaluates main communication 
channels from which the students learnt about ABB. Even though this is difficult 
question to answer it is beneficial to analyze which media are frequently used to look up 
some information about the company. 
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Graph 13: First Contact with ABB 
 
Source: Author 
 
Even though high percentage of the students have never visited any job-fair 
(question 7) it is paradox that majority of the students who have, learnt most of the 
information about ABB in job-fair, followed by official web-page of the company.  
Question 13, 14, 15 uncovers how many of the respondents have ever attended 
ABB‟s student activities, internships etc. Aim of the questions is to analyze which of 
the activities are the most attractive for the students and assess motivation to cooperate 
with private sector. 
 
Graph 14: Anticipation in ABB’s Student Activities 
 
Source: Author 
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Majority (85%) of the students responded that they have never anticipated to 
any student activities. On the other side, sample of the survey was not probably wide 
enough to capture reality so this result cannot be applied for whole segment 
.  
Graph 15: Specific Activities 
 
Source: Author 
 
According to results the students who have ever attended any of the activities 
listed as the most accurate the excursion to a local ABB‟s divisions organized by the 
company with assistance of the university. On the second place was tagged part-time 
job which is based on the questionnaire very attractive option of cooperation. 
 
Graph 16: Attractiveness of the Activities 
 
Source: Author 
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If the students had a choice to choose way of cooperation according to their 
preferences, they would pick primary part-time and trainee program which is usually 
connected with full-time job guarantee after the internship. 
Question 16 describes and evaluates factors which characterize the company 
as employer of the first choice. All factors are based on actual ABB‟s personnel 
incentives. Outcome of this question would be realizing what the strongest component 
of the personnel strategy system is. Attractive can differ from point of view. 
 
Graph 17: Employer Attractiveness Factors 
 
Source: Author                                                          *Development and education programs  
 
Question 16 basically approves question 8 in order to make sure that outcomes 
are compatible and the results match perfectly – salary and benefits are on the first 
places. 
 
Table 4: Factors of Attractiveness Ranking 
 1 2 3 4 5 ∑ 
Salary policy 62 45 14 3 0 1,7 
Benefit system 39 60 21 2 2 1,9 
D&E programs 34 61 24 5 0 2,0 
Cooperation 21 48 49 12 4 2,5 
Comparative studies 17 41 35 27 3 2,6 
Culture 44 48 19 12 3 2,0 
Source: Author„s estimation 
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Question 17 is the final question which evaluates all previous questions. It is 
situated at the end because the respondent even without previous awareness about  ABB 
are able to create outlook about the company as the employer. 
 
Graph 18: Overall Evaluation of ABB as Attractive Employer 
 
Source: Author 
 
Almost 50% of the students consider ABB as attractive employer based on the 
previous experience, references etc. One quarter of the sample is convinced that ABB is 
employer of the first choice, and the last quarter thinks that ABB does not provides 
attributes as an attractive employer. 
 
Interview Implementation  
Interview would focus on hired graduates in order to clarify the employer 
branding reality. Anonymous interview conducted with 5 employees hired as graduates 
not more than 3 year ago. Interview will be conducted through virtual conference and 
length would be 30 minutes with introduction. Structure also consists of three areas of 
mapping ABB employer brand reality.  
 
 Interview with opened questions was chosen because of its advantage which 
provides relative easiness to respond without any boundaries, more detailed 
24%
49%
24%
3%
Yes
Rather yes
Rather no
No
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information, closer formulation of questions, spontaneous interaction, more interesting 
from respondent‟s point of view. In total were interviewed 5 subjects, one from Plzen, 
one from Ostrava, one from Trutnov and two from Brno. The interview was because of 
distance conducted virtually via Skype virtual conference. The subjects are hired 
graduates from Brno University of Technology, Czech Technical University and VSB – 
Technical University of Ostrava. 
 
1.  Period before entrance to the ABB  
 
 Cooperation – from the interviewed employees two subjects hadn‟t done 
any activities connected with cooperation as students. Two employees wrote 
diplomas thesis for ABB and one had special flexible working arrangement 
during his studies.  
 Awareness – in summary four fifth of the interviewed before cooperation 
were familiar with ABB as a brand and its activities. Only one subject 
searched all information right before a job application.  
 Attractiveness – for the subjects were main attractiveness factors primary 
size of the company, opportunities, reward program and job description.  
 Expectation – because majority of the employees already had experience 
with ABB, all of them had high expectation on ABB as employer.  
 
2. Period of recruitment and hiring process  
 
 Communication – each interviewed employee claimed that communication 
during recruitment process was on professional level. Two employees had 
advantage of communication in person before the process had started. They 
were directly addressed by the managers with the job offer.  
 Recruitment process – the process was executed according to the schema in 
four fifth cases. One case was conducted only with interview with manager 
because of the previous activity in ABB. Length of the recruiting process 
was based on the position, number of applicants and distance. Average 
length was from one to three months.  
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 Approach – all employees has agreed that the recruiting process was held in 
professional and friendly atmosphere. 
 
3.  Period of employment  
 
 Adaptation process – the process undertook three fifth of the interviewed 
employees. Two of them experienced standardized process with structure 
and length based on their position recommended by line manager. Feedback 
was continuously analyzed and according to the results was the process 
adjusted. One employee had adaptation process in form of training provided 
by outgoing college primary based on direct communication and feedback.  
 Benefits and reward – employees with one voice expressed that the ABB 
provides motivating and attractive employees benefits and is considered as 
very attractive employers in a region.  
 Development programs – four fifth of the employees actively attempt 
development programs provided by ABB. It is mostly trainings abroad, 
seminars and language courses provided by external agency. One employee 
in management position prepares programs for his subordinates rather than 
derive benefits from the development programs himself.  
 Career – three fifth of the interviewed employees maintained in the same 
position since they entered to the company but with desire and also 
opportunity to achieve higher position in corporate hierarchy pyramid. One 
of them rather maintains at a present position because movement upward is 
not considered as beneficial asset. One of the employees moved recently 
within three years up to management position.  
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3.1.4. Interpretation of Results and Discussion 
Correct summarizing and interpretation of results from the survey is important 
for next step of the marketing process because the results are used as base for design of 
the marketing mix.  
Questionnaire – the author has found interesting data relevant to the topic of 
the thesis. The subjects are primary from last grades of studies which regards that the 
students already have some overview about local market and have experience in using 
different communication channels. As a barrier could be considered that majority of the 
respondents believe that the university do not efficiently support students to get 
practical experience during studies which was approved by statement that university‟s 
intranet or web pages were evaluated as the second most unused source of information 
for job seeking. Preferred way of cooperation among students was chosen part-time job 
because of its advantages mentioned in the summary of the question 4. Unsurprising is a 
finding that as major source of information is considered the internet especially official 
websites of the companies which provides all necessary and actual information. 
Moreover, are as a very popular source considered job portals which possess outsize 
number of job vacancies divided according to preferences such location, salary, type of 
job etc. Even though among students, and young people in general, are social networks 
quite famous, in case of job seeking ended up just on the third place. Students of the 
questioned faculties are not quite familiar with job-fair attendance because most of the 
students have never visited any of them. This finding leads to a result that present level 
of job-fair‟s communication is not efficient enough and requires an improvement. I case 
that the respondents have to choose future employer according to offered incentives the 
respondents agreed upon that the dominant factor would be the job description 
(meaningful and interesting position suitable to their skills and knowledge), and also 
motivating salary (around 30 000 CZK/months) and bonuses such as language and 
education courses, and flexible working arrangements which refers to volition organize 
time according to their needs. Salary and bonuses is for most of the students sign of 
company‟s attractiveness. Moreover, students do not pay too much attention to visible 
image of the company and do not rely on results of attractiveness studies but rather to 
make own impression during recruitment and hiring process etc.  
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Surprisingly low number of the students is familiar with ABB and their 
business. The reason could be than majority of the students has experienced first contact 
with the company during job-fairs which are visited only by minuscule percentage of 
the students. Prevailing part of the students who have ever participated on some student-
focused activity have experience with excursion and part-time job. The part-time job is 
also evaluated as attractive way of cooperation as same as trainee program. 
Interview – ABB attempts to provide work conditions compatible with 
attractive employer and the aim of the interview was to identify the gap between 
employer brand reality and vision. From the results implies the brand identity is very 
stable and the gap is relatively narrow. On the other hand it is sign than ABB can effort 
to spread the gap little bit to reflect even more attractive image as employer to ensure 
competitive advantage against the other companies in labor market, and address the 
most skilled and talented candidates. One thing to improve would be higher flexibility 
of recruitment process which can provide save of time and costs. According to 
respondents impression ABB provides comfortable working environment and they are 
satisfied as employees.  
3.2. Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning 
To determine the segment, target and position on the labor market is crucial to 
divide the market on separate segments and evaluate them according to employer‟s 
requirements.   
3.2.1. Segmentation 
Segmentation of the market offers new marketing opportunities but main 
question of the segmentation is how much a company wants to cover the market. The 
labor market is very specific place which can be characterized as a place for labor 
demand represented by enterprises to satisfy their capacity needs and supply represented 
by people. Labor markets are local, national or even international. The effectiveness of 
the market depends on exchange of information between employers and job seekers 
about wage rates, conditions of employment, level of competition, and job location 
(Business dictionary, 2013). As it was mentioned above, labor market can be dividend 
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in smaller segments based on demographic or geographic factors and personal 
characteristic (Kotler, 2004). 
Segmentation of the labor market is based on different geographic factors - 
nations, states, regions, countries, cities, etc. After determination to which segment the 
customer – potential candidate belong company is able to decide whether to operate on 
local or national, eventually on international level. Potential candidates situated around 
cities where ABB operates to assure local capacity needs. In the local labor market 
requirements are not usually such complicated as in case of national labor market. 
Rather than high quality is important is flexibility.  National labor market is important 
especially in searching for skilled or talented people. National labor market provides 
huge amount of candidates, but on the other hand is often connected with mobility.  
Skilled candidates – very broad area of the labor market because skilled 
potentials can be situated across the whole republic and according to requirements 
companies would invest money and time into their mobility. Also ABB is naturally 
searching for candidates with top qualities and that is why “experts” are placed into 
national labor market. Even though it is necessary to invest money for recruitment 
campaign to hire skilled candidates with years of experience would save on the other 
hand investment into development programs. 
Graduates – segment characterized by active searching for a job, mostly 
without any deeper skills and so there is required further development program. 
Graduated student represent national market because they are mostly willing to move 
anywhere to find a suitable job. Disadvantage can be seen that graduates without any 
previous experience during studies are unattractive for employers.   
University students – this is very specific area because it can represent the 
national and also the local market. Important is to mention a fact that students do not 
represent active job seekers, but within personnel marketing strategy these two 
segments have huge potential as a source of talented and educated labor force. 
Technical universities and high schools are located across the Republic so the activities 
have to be focused in the education institutes, divisions, R&D centers which require 
extensive campaign. On the other hand there are schools and universities placed directly 
in a same location as company which provides easier communication with universities. 
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High school students – within this segment are incentives focused on 
motivation of high school students to study technical universities and have an interest in 
the field and consist of activities mentioned in the candidates chapter.  
3.2.2. Targeting 
In the theoretical part was targeting described as evaluation process of 
attractiveness of specific segments. Based on the segmentation has to be decided and 
specified what kind of people with specific skills, knowledge personal characteristic and 
of course which location the company should address to find potential employees based 
on company‟s condition.  
As a targeted segment was chosen the graduates group. The segment can be 
further divided according to local requirements into single universities, faculties and 
majors. The final targeted niche consists of BUT faculties - Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering and Communication, Faculty of Information Technology and Faculty of 
Mechanical Engineering. The segment possesses perfect technical knowledge 
background and personal characteristics summarized on attachment 4.  
 
Standards of Effective Targeted Segment: 
 
1. Measurable: the segment represents sum of around 11,100 potential 
candidates. 
 
Table 5: BUT Faculties Occupation 
Faculty Number of students 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Communication 3900 
Faculty of Information Technology 2700 
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering 4500 
Source: BUT, 2012, Author 
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2. Accessible: the segment is because of low number of technical universities in 
Czech Republic and willingness to cooperate with private sector reachable and 
provides huge potential.  
 
3. Size: as it was mentioned in the first paragraph, BUT represents great potential 
in terms of quantity and quality of the students. Moreover BUT is respected 
and one of the biggest technical universities in Czech Republic. 
 
4. Differentiation: for this group would be used different marketing mix (more 
specified in a next chapter) than in other segments due to unique structure of 
the candidates which refers to variable motivating factors and communication 
channels.  
 
3.2.3. Positioning 
Positioning is as tool of marketing used to determine place or position in a 
market in order to influence consumer perception of a brand or product relative to the 
perception competitors (Armstrong, Kotler, 2003). In personnel marketing can be 
mapped communication or how company presents itself to attract the talents. In 
common marketing concept to create positioning map to describe situation on the 
market are usually used criteria price and quality and their relation while in the human 
resources marketing needs to be done certain adjustments according to personnel 
marketing theory. From the theoretical part is obvious that price is replaced by salary, 
wage, bonuses or other award related with work performance which is usually easy to 
analyze. The quality is very broad term and also difficult to measure. There can be two 
different points of view about the quality of employment that company offers which is 
strongly related with employer branding vision and reality. The first is from side of 
employees (branding reality) refers to working environment and culture of the 
company. As a tool of measurement can be used comparative studies like The Best 
Employer and “Zamestnavatel roku”. The second approach is result of direct or indirect 
personnel marketing strategy which creates employer branding. Comparative studies 
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focused on employer branding vision are in Czech Republic “TOP Zamestnavatele” or 
The Most Desired Company.  
 
Table 6: Position Map Factors 
 Number   
of 
employees 
Price 
(1-10) 
Quality 
(High-Average-
Low) 
Schneider 600 4 Low 
Siemens 11 000 5 High 
Honyewell 4 000 6 Low 
IBM 600 10 High 
Škoda Auto 24 000 6 High 
ČEZ 31 000 5 High 
ABB 3 200 5 Average 
Source: Author 
 
In order to emphasis size of each company was chosen number of employees 
working in Czech Republic which is on the map noted according to size of the bubbles. 
The price is represented by combination of average salary and bonuses offered to 
employees is measured on scale from 1 – 10, where 10 is the best results, and according 
to the results placed on vertical line of the map. The data were ensured by studding of 
secondary documents such as annual reports and also were provided by company‟s 
representatives during the job-fair ikariera 2013 at BUT‟s Faculty of Business and 
Management. Quality is measured by combination of indicators such as comparative 
studies results, image of company and employees experiences. Furthermore, important 
role in quality determination plays results from technique that the author calls HR 
Mystery Shopping (table 7). All data end in the positioning map which would describe 
ABB position on the market in comparison to the competitors.  
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Table 7: HR Mystery Shopping 
 First 
impression 
Willingness Knowledge Communication Result 
ABB 8 6 10 9 8,25 
Honeywell 5 8 8 9 7,5 
Siemens 10 9 9 8 9 
IBM - - - - - 
Škoda Auto 9 9 9 7 8,5 
ČEZ 8 9 10 9 9 
Schneider El. - - - - - 
Source: Author  
 
During the job-fair ikariera 2013 were conducted survey with aim to evaluate 
quality of service offered to students who might be interested in cooperation with a 
company. The HR mystery shopping included 4 areas evaluated on scale from 1-10. 
 
 First Impression – describes very first moment in front of the representing point 
location and includes approach and appearance of the representatives, design and 
attractiveness of the place and whole area impression. 
 Willingness – duration between approaching and noticing of the student and 
goodwill of representatives to respond all asked question etc. 
 Knowledge – quantity and quality of information about the discussed topic. 
 Communication – presenting skills, communication with students, both verbal 
and nonverbal, way of explanation etc. 
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Graph 19: Position Map 
 
Source: Author 
 
From the graph is visible that even though IBM is one of the smallest 
companies it can provide above-average quality of job and award to attract and retain 
candidates. ABB has relatively average position from the quality point of view and also 
price which reflects narrow gap between the vision and the reality.   
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4. Proposal and Contribution of Suggested Solutions 
4.1. Marketing Mix 
The human resources influence in company social and psychological 
conditions so it is necessary to understand the personnel marketing tools always in the 
context of the culture (Antosová, 2005). According to the theory the human personnel 
marketing mix contains four components: product, price, place and promotion which are 
designed based on the findings from the research in connection with targeting and 
positioning.  Outline of the marketing mix is described on table 8 bellow.  
 
Table 8: HR Marketing Mix Proposal 
HR Marketing Mix Definition Object 
Product Main objective offered to 
the potentials 
Internship 
Price Reward as a compensation 
for make an effort.   
Scholarship 
Promotion Presentation of the 
product and  
communication channels  
Internet 
Job-fair 
Place Place of actual business 
and its environment  
ABB Brno division  
Source: Author 
 
4.1.1. Product 
The product of the personnel management has similar mission as in regular 
marketing – to satisfy customer‟s needs. To define the product for the university 
students segment needs to be collected, organized all opportunities of cooperation with 
ABB and BUT. Output is the description of all products offered to universities and the 
required qualifications of the student. The segment possess wider range of products that 
in case of graduates or expert group, for instance internship, trainee program, bachelor 
and master thesis consultancy, part-time job, practical trainings, mentoring programs 
etc. For 2013 ABB participates in following activities:  
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 Spot in TV 
 Magazine – e-FEKT 
 Workshop 
 Promotion – logo, roll-up 
 Excursion 
 Presentation 
 
It is obvious that there are many options of cooperation between universities 
and companies. The question is how to ensure effectiveness of the products from side of 
the company and attractiveness. The cooperation itself can provide enormous quantity 
of motivated students, but benefit for company would be minimal because most of the 
student would not stay in company after graduation. This approach is ineffective and 
does not provide and added value for companies.  The companies should primary focus 
on the most talented students and develop their potential and reason to stay in company. 
It is important to be in contact with other active students who would like to learn 
something new. That is why a company should look at the students and cooperation 
from two different points of view which the author named: investment and additional.  
Investment product – one unique product with top priority offered to the 
students in order to attract the most talented ones retain them in the company after 
graduation. The product would have a form of internship for students of the last year of 
bachelors or masters studies rewarded among others by scholarship. For the product is 
typical high investment and lower number of participated students. Other investment 
products are mentoring program, part-time employment or trainee program. 
Additional product – it is wide range of activities which do not require any 
high investment. Main objective of the additional products is to strengthen cooperation 
with BUT, keep positive awareness about ABB, present activities in order to ensure 
strong base of potential candidates etc. Activities which are the best represents the 
section is for example:  
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 Bachelor and master thesis 
 Excursion 
 Workshop with ABB expert  
 Lecture with specialist  
 Promotion activities 
 Praxis 
 
For the activities is typical high participation of the students, and as it was 
already mentioned the low investments. Additionally, the idea of the additional product 
is to minimize the resources and transfer them to the investment products. Method how 
to decrease the resources is to offer to the involved subjects counter value which would 
eliminate the investments. The aim is to keep the level of investments on the lowest 
possible level (zero balance) and the saved resources measure and transfer.   
 
4.1.2. Price 
Main difference between marketing price and the personnel marketing price is 
that tin marketing is the price only aspect of marketing mix which provides incomes 
instead outcomes. In human resources marketing is the price outcome because 
represents salary or other motivating factors such as experience, knowledge and other 
benefits. Key issue of the price is to design reasonable, fair and motivating reward 
system which would ensure competitiveness and profitability. Based on the product the 
price can be classified into tangible and intangible form. The tangible is an actual 
reward from a job in from of scholarship and intangible is the knowledge and skills that 
the students gain during the internship, and furthermore the opportunity to have a 
suitable job in know environment after graduation.  
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4.1.3. Promotion 
Each company chooses communication channels and methods to address 
desirable amount of candidates. This depends on factors influencing quality and 
quantity of candidates for instance methods and sources of potential candidates, image 
of company, position attractiveness and requirements. In case of attracting talented 
students is number of candidates influenced by personnel marketing activities of 
competitors. Promotion aimed on university students segment has many advantages 
caused by concentration of students on same place during their studies. Key to strong 
promotion and implementation of the products is direct collaboration with university. 
This high level of cooperation provides mutual benefits to university and as well to 
company.   
Main communication channel to transfer information is the internet, 
concretely the official web and the job portals. Moreover it is recommended to use 
social medias even though they are still not attractive for job searching but has 
increasing trend. The job-fair is the second direct channel to communicate with 
students and promote ABB activities, but important is their mutual combination as the 
most attractive and effective communicators.   
 
4.1.4. Place 
The place also means place or location where employees providing their 
services, but according to the results from the interview and the questionnaire is the 
working place in perfect condition and there is no need to change it. Location is 
according to student‟s specialization and interest in ABB Brno division and potential 
applicants can choose from several options: 
 
 Production and sales of medium voltage products.  
 Production of high voltage components.  
 Production and sale of equipment and low voltage switchboards.  
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Every company in order to attract and retain skilled experts and talents has to 
provide optimal working environment, comfortable and suitable for personal 
development. This topic was described in the chapter Image because ABB has very 
detailed and standardized corporate culture to provide comfortable working 
environment. With the corporate culture it is also important to mention three main 
culture values: responsibility, respect and determination. These values are meant for 
whole company in every relationship to provide optimal and professional environment. 
For instance between coworkers, manager and subordinates, suppliers, partners, 
customers and other stakeholders.  
 
4.2. Proposal of Action Plan 
After the definition of new HR marketing mix is necessary to propose further 
steps of the solution which is actual action plan composed from activities summarized 
in a Work Breakdown Structure (WBN) on attachment 6. The proposal of the action 
plans is conducted as a project and contains all important objectives based on the theory 
of project management.   
Life cycle of a project includes five phases which needs to be managed in order 
to ensure success: scope of the project, development of detailed project plan, execute 
the plan, monitor project progress and closing out project (Wysocki, 2011). Within the 
thesis is important only first and second phase because the rest of the cycle is not in the 
author‟s competences.  
 
4.2.1. Scope of the Project 
The scope usually includes definition of problem or opportunity, project goal, 
objectives, success criteria, assumptions, risks, and obstacles which are specified in 
Project Overview Statement (POS) in table 9.  
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Table 9: Project Overview Statement 
Problem/ Opportunity Lack of talented and skilled technically orientated candidates 
on labor market. 
Goal Increase number of the candidates by cooperation with 
students from technical universities.  
Objectives  Outcome: Hire one team of students from technical 
university, provide them further education, practical 
training and prepare them for career at ABB. 
 Time frame: One year according to timetable.   
 Measure: Short-term: feedback provided during the 
internship, percentage of retained students. 
 Long-term: increased number of innovation, productivity, 
quality, inventions etc.  
 Action: Selection process consists of several phases in 
order to hire only best of the best students.  
Success Criteria The project is accomplished when after graduation students 
apply for a job and maintain in ABB by 80%. 
Assumption, Risk, 
Obstacles  
 Assumption: Improved information flow between 
costumers will increase number of applicants for the 
internship. Run of the project would determine the trend of 
talented candidates mismatch. 
 Risk: Small percentage of the students would stay at ABB 
after the internship.  
 Obstacles: Competition offered products, disinterest from 
site of students.  
Source: Author 
 
4.2.2. Development the Project Plan 
The second phase of project life cycle is important to identify the project 
activities, estimate activity duration, determine resource requirements, construct project 
network diagram and prepare the project proposal (Wysocki, 2011). 
 
1. Work Breakdown Structure 
The author has as a first tool of the project planning used the WBS which is 
convenient form definition and organization of project activities and identification of 
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higher-level activities (Svozilová, 2006). The WBS has three basic levels of activities 
described on attachment 6. 
 
 Project team  
o Project team leader – person responsible for selection and leaders ship of the 
project team engaged by manager.  
o Project team – executing the project plan and reporting to the project leader. 
 
 HR marketing mix – the HR marketing mix contains product, promotion, price 
and place and all parts together create the personnel marketing approach aimed on 
the segment in order to reach better position on the position map and meet the 
objectives. 
o Product – the project is aimed on the students in last semester of the Brno 
Technical University. The students will during one year solve one specific 
project and also focus on personal development especially of soft skills and 
languages. During the internship is to students‟ available one mentor who is 
responsible for their actions, progress and development. The internship ends 
with project presentation assessed by management.  
Structure: Basic structure of the product is divided into four main stages 
(exhibit 9). After the recruitment process the internship will have two main 
phases. The first would be used as adaptation program for chosen students. 
During that time the students go though all available division within job 
rotation, learn and adapt to ABB‟s corporate culture and get know about 
major processes in the company. During this phase is to student always 
available the mentor to answer questions, coordinate their activities etc.  The 
second phase starts right after the first one and has flexible and fix part, and 
the students are moving just within one department crucial for the project 
solution. Flexible part of the internship is based on communication with 
mentor and own work of the student in the company according to their 
needs. Fixed part is prescheduled by HR department according to a capacity, 
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resources etc., before beginning of the internship and consist of wide range 
of mandatory and elective courses and programs of development of hard and 
soft skills. Last and final part is the presentation of the project. Important is 
also final evaluation which consists of progressive evaluation during the 
year, final evaluation summarizing progress, enthusiasm etc., and evaluation 
of the management board and university evaluation (supervisor and final 
mark). Based on the evaluation is decided if the student is worth to become 
full-time employee or not. 
 
Exhibit 4: Structure of the Internship  
 
Source: Author 
 
o Price – reward for all effort put into activities is a basically complex of 
tangible and intangible incentives. Main motivator is according to student‟s 
requirements the scholarship as a support for studies. Another reward, also 
attractive for students, are courses improving their soft and hard skills, 
ability to organize working hours and opportunity to be hired by 
multinational company right after graduation.  
Structure: As it was mentioned the reward would have two faces: tangible 
and intangible introduced in table 10. Representative of the tangible reward 
is scholarship which will be transferred to student‟s accounts after signing 
the contract each month during the internship. Students are eligible to obtain 
the scholarship only when they are able to meet all condition. Appropriate 
1 • Recruitment and hiring process
2 • Adaptation program
3 • Internship
4 • Full-time arrangement
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amount of the scholarship for each student would be 3000 CZK per month, 
but according to the contract the mentor have right to stop allocate the 
scholarship in case of breaking the conditions. 
 
Table 10: Internship Reward Structure 
Tangible Reward Tangible Reward 
              Scholarship Practical skills 
 Development of soft skills 
 Language study 
 Flexibility 
 Career opportunity 
Source: Author 
 
Intangible incentives are other rewards, but not less important because they 
provide to students long-term personal investments. 
 
Hard skills – courses and trainings designed for deepening of knowledge 
important for the topic and orientation of the project. These courses can be provided 
internally and externally according to company‟s conditions. 
Soft skills – courses focused especially on presentation, communication, team 
playing, creativity etc. important for overall personal development. The courses can be 
provided internally and externally according to company‟s conditions. 
Language courses – the students will enroll to one mandatory course important 
for study of project materials – English and one elective course dependent on ABB‟s 
language offer. These courses can be provided internally and externally according to 
company‟s conditions. 
Flexibility – convenient incentives for students because they can organize their 
work according to personal needs and also for universities because they would have 
enough time resources to attend all mandatory seminars and lectures in university.   
Career opportunity – nowadays many students have problem to find a job after 
graduation and there are accept the time of economic depression and many other 
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reasons (talent shortage survey). On the other side the absolvent of the internship will 
have perfect opportunity to have certain job after graduation in stable multinational 
company.  
o Place – basically means where the student will work during the internship. 
One point of view is according to actual location and the second as internal 
environment provided by employer to ensure optimal and comfortable 
climate for employees.  
Structure: The structure of the place is important for their creativity and 
productivity, on the other hand requires certain resources which requires to 
planning in advice, for example facilities, equipment, materials etc.   In 
connection to the location the candidates have two options in ABB Brno 
divisions. One location is situated in Olomoucka Street: 
 
 Power generation solution and product. 
 
Other location is in Videnska Street which is focused mainly on voltage products: 
 
 Production and sales of medium voltage products.  
 Production of high voltage components.  
 Production and sale of equipment and low voltage switchboards.  
 
The next place determinant is surrounded area around the employees which 
creates optimal climate for creativeness. Primary it is a commitment to maintain the 
culture (culture of openness, every employee is leading person, the highest standards 
ethic code and life quality improvement), and three values (responsibility, respect, 
decisiveness) in term of cooperation with students in order to provide the best employer 
brand impression as possible.  To the students would be provided necessary equipment 
and facilities important to project research and all connected activities. 
o Promotion – communication and all effort to attract the highest quantity of 
students, introduce them the internship and other possibilities of 
cooperation. Moreover, it increases the awareness about the company and 
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its brand. This component of the HR marketing mix requires special 
attention because without proper communication with the segment the 
company would not be able to hire the most talented of them. Mission of the 
promotion is primary to focus on quantity and then the recruitment process 
would aim on quality. 
Structure: In order to ensure the required quantity of students it is necessary 
to design very progressive promotion campaign aimed on the targeted 
segment – students from the specific faculties of BUT. To keep costs on low 
level and ensure effectives of the communication will be used internet as a 
media which would lead in the job-fair as a top of the promotion pyramid 
describe on exhibit 10 according to a project schedule.  
 
Exhibit 5: Promotion Pyramid 
 
Source: Author 
 
Internet – main communication channel and the base of the promotion because 
is considered as the most attractive media by the students. To ensure success of the 
internet campaign it is crucial partnership with other subject to fully cover the segment.  
ABB’s media – it is the first place where the promotion should be aimed the 
other media will contain a link to the official websites with more detailed information. 
Job-fair 
Social 
network
Partner media
ABB's media
Internet
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During the campaign all ABB‟s online medias such as http://abb.jobs.cz/ and 
http://www.abb.cz draw student‟s attention to the internship.  
Partner media – second stage of the promotion includes partner subjects and 
their channels. The first are job-portals like http://www.unijobs.cz/ or 
http://www.ikariera.cz which would place the advertisement online which would be 
attractive for the students and also costly effective for the company. Next partner is 
BUT which would send emails with the product to the students of Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering and Communication, Faculty of Information Technology and Faculty of 
Mechanical Engineering. 
Social network – each faculty and each major and studding field has nowadays 
group on https://www.facebook.com/ which has great potential in promotion because it 
covers all students from the segment. Only barrier is that the advertised needs 
permission from admin of the group. ABB also promotes the internship on their 
facebook pages and it is required to establish a special group focused on the internship.  
Job-fair – top of the pyramid is to attract the segment to the job-fair which takes a 
place every year at BUT Faculty of Business and Management – ikariera. During the 
job-fair the students will learn detailed information about the internship, fill up 
questionnaire which would improve the product and also will be able to enroll into the 
recruitment process.    
 
 Resources  
o Planning of resources – project activity which provides detailed structure of 
the resources used within the project and budget estimation. Following 
resources structure itemized in table 11 estimated for five hired students 
based on the segments of HR marketing mix. 
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Table 11: Resources Structure 
Task Duration 
People 
(duration) 
Facilities 
(duration) 
Money 
(thousands 
CZK) 
Launch project 0 0 0 0 
Project team leader 1 1 0 0 
Project team  2 2 0 1,800 
Internship proposal 3 18 0 13,200 
Reward proposal 2 6 0 4,600 
Locality proposal 2 5 0 3,500 
Promotion proposal 4 12 0 14,200 
Planning of resources 3 14 0 10,400 
Management approval 1 1 0 0 
Timetable  1 4 0 3,0 
Recruitment process design 4 8 0 5,6 
Mentor selection 1 3 0 2,3 
Office preparation 8 16 8 29,0 
Promotion campaign 14 32 0 43,2 
Job-fair 2 6 2 27,8 
Train mentor 4 4 4 2,8 
Recruitment process 12 24 6 82,4 
Results announcement 2 2 0 1,8 
Contract sign 0 0 0 0 
Internship project selection 2 4 0 3,1 
Adaptation program 4 10 4 7,0 
Internship 32 32 32 270,5 
Presentation and evaluation 4 6 1 4,3 
Full-time contract 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 108 216 57 530,5 
Source: Author 
 
o Approval – by management in order to continue with project without any 
adjustments.  
 
 Preparation activities 
o Timetable – schedule for the main activities which have usage as milestones 
in the project. The milestones of the internship are described on following 
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exhibit 11 starts with the promotion campaign and ends with the project 
presentation.  
 
Exhibit 6: Project Milestones 
 
Source: Author 
 
o Recruitment process – after the promotion is the recruitment process next 
stage of selection of the applicants because aim of the process is to chose 
only the most suitable candidates who are eligible for professional and 
management positions. The internship project represents investment for the 
company and that is why is necessary to put all effort to make the 
investment effective. In order to choose the best of the best the recruitment 
process (exhibit 12) has five stages of the selection.  
  
• Promotion campaign01.01. 13-
14.04.14
• iKariera job-fair15.04.14
• Recruitment process01.05.14 -
31.08.14
• Adaptation program01.09. 14-
30.09.14
• Internship 01.10.14 -
31.05.15
• Project presentation28.06.15
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Exhibit 7: Recruitment Process 
 
Source: Author 
 
1. Pre-selection: based on comparison of applicant CV and requirements, furthermore 
evaluate creativeness and eligibility through cover letters. From the first stage 
should continue to the next stage approximately 80% of the applicants with total 
duration maximum four weeks. 
Evaluation: based on the match of position requirement and applicant‟s references.  
 
2. Test: this section consists of tests focus on logical and analytical thinking, essays 
and tests in English. Tests are provided by HR business partners online and results 
are sent to the HR department. To the next stage should continue around 50% of the 
applicants and duration of the test phase should not cross more than two weeks. 
Evaluation: the lowest limit for applicant‟s acceptation is estimated according to 
average results.  
 
3. Interview 1: represents first personal contact with applicant and also applicants 
will make in most cases first impression about the company. During this phase is 
interview conducted with representatives of HR department. The aim is assess 
applicant personal qualities, and if they fit into corporate culture. Furthermore are 
evaluated communication and presenting skills. To the assessment centre is allowed 
Pre-selection
Test
Interview 1
Assessment 
Centre
Interview 2
4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
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to continue not more than 50% participant of the interview. This phase will not take 
longer than three weeks.  
Evaluation: each evaluator has assessment form for every applicant designed 
according to personal values and capabilities on a scale from 1-10. Then are points 
summarized and set a number of successful applicants according to required 
percentage.   
 
4. Assessment centre (AC): usually expensive selection procedure and also very 
costly. AC is basically method of group selection of applicants provided by external 
agency. Assessed group contains five applicants which are evaluated by 
representative employee from HR department, mentor, psychologist and specialist 
on AC. Assessed factors are for instance ability of team working and break into, 
stress resistance, creativity etc. This activity duration is one week and to the next 
round continues 50% of the applicants.  
Evaluation: group of skilled experts collect during AC amount of data which are 
transferred into charts assessed and compared with others. Moreover are available 
notes and video records from AC which are analyzed and discussed.  
 
5. Interview 2: last stage of the recruitment process is interview with manager of the 
specific division. It is very personal contact between manager and one applicant. 
The manager evaluates primary personality of the applicant, communication, 
charisma etc. Then finally recommends five most suitable students for the 
internship.  
 
o Mentor selection – internal employee from management position with 
unique leadership skills.  
o Office preparation work – preparation activities consist of office equipment 
decorating to provide comfortable working condition.  
 
 Active actions 
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o Launch of promotion campaign – according to the schedule and the 
description. 
o Job-fair – according to the schedule and description.  
o Coach training – improvement of leadership and educational skills, 
communication etc. 
o Recruitment process – according to the schedule and the description. 
 
 Aftermath 
o Results announcement – after the manager‟s decision are results announced 
by phone and results from entire recruitment process are sent by email.  
o Contract sign – five successful applicants is introduced all necessary 
conditions, answered questions and sign of the contract.   
o Adaptation program – start of adaptation program according to description 
and schedule. 
o Internship– starts right after adaptation program according to description 
and schedule. 
o Presentation and evaluation – according to planned structure and schedule. 
o Full-time employment – to the successful students is offered available and 
suitable position and full-time contract. 
 
Duration Estimation and Dependencies 
To calculate average duration of each activity will be used The Three-point 
Method practical for estimation of approximate probability duration representing the 
outcome of future events, based on very limited information (Wysocki, 2003).  
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E = expected duration 
O = Optimistic 
P = Pessimistic 
M = Most likely 
 
The optimistic is the shortest possible duration if everything will go according 
to “plan”, the pessimistic is the worst scenario of the activity duration and the most 
likely duration is time usually experienced. All the factors together will provide 
expected duration of the activity. The aggregate duration of all activities is 109 weeks or 
27,25 moths from beginning of the project till a sign of full-time contract by students 
which is considered as a end of the project and in parallel solution of the problem 
definition. Calculation of fractional duration is available in attachment 7 and each time 
is further used in dependencies determination, in construction of project network 
diagram and also Gantt diagram which will lead to the optimal lay out of the project in 
desirable deadlines according to preset schedule. 
Set of activities and activity duration for project is identified, and next step is 
to determine a order in which the activities will be performed and define 
interdependency between them. This step will become base for construction of the 
project schedule.  
Each activity in the WBS has its own ID. According to the duration estimation 
the project would take over 27 months. This is inefficient duration and requires 
analyzing of the dependencies between activities in order to shorten the project duration 
and ensure that resources are effectively utilized. Dependencies are described in 
attachment 8 together with the duration and brief description of the activity. With all 
the data such as duration and dependencies it is possible to outline Project Network 
Diagram (PND). 
 
E= (O+4M+P)/6 
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Table 12: Project Duration and Dependencies  
Task ID 
Duration 
(weeks) 
Dependencies 
Launch project A 0   
Project team leader B 1 A 
Project team  C 2 B  
Internship proposal D 3 C  
Reward proposal E 2 C  
Locality proposal F 2 C  
Promotion proposal G 4 C  
Planning of resources H 3 D,E,F,G 
Management approval I  1 H 
Timetable  J 1 I 
Recruitment process design K 4 J 
Mentor selection L 1 I 
Office preparation M 8 I 
Launch  campaign N  14 J 
Job-fair O 2 N 
Train mentor P 4 L 
Recruitment process Q 12 O, K,P 
Results announcement R 2 Q 
Contract sign S 0 R 
Internship project selection T 2 R 
Adaptation Program U 4 S,M, T 
Internship V 32 T 
Presentation and evaluation W 4 U 
Full-time contract X 0 V 
Source: Author 
 
Project Network Diagram 
The PND indicates deliverable of one activity becomes input to its successor 
(Wysocki, 2003). The PND of the project diagramed in attachment 12 is able based on 
the dependencies to shorten the duration from 109 weeks to 84 weeks. Further more 
determined critical path and slack time of each activity which is crucial for resource 
optimizing. The critical path consists of the sequence of activities that determines the 
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project completion date.  Slag time is amount of delay expressed in units of time that 
could be tolerated in the starting time and completion time of an activity without 
causing a delay in the completion of the project (Svozilová, 2011). Critical path is high-
lighted in attachment 12 and the structure is following: A, B, C, D, H, I, J, N, O, Q, R, 
T, U, V, W, X. 
The PND was estimated according to schedule requirements from the WBS 
illustrated on exhibit 13: 
 
1. Preparation work – starts 01.09.2013 – 31.12. 2013 with total duration 12 
weeks.  
2. Plan implementation – starts 01.01.2014 – 31.08.2014 with total duration 
30 weeks.  
3. Aftermath – starts 01.09.2014 – 28.06.2015 with total duration 42 weeks. 
 
Exhibit 8: Scheduled Project Network Diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Author 
 
Gantt Diagram 
This is the last phase of the project organizing. The data from the PND are 
subsequently implemented into the Gantt Diagram which privies visual leveling of the 
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activities with duration and also available slack time available in attachment 13. From 
the diagram is visible critical path which is characterized by absence of the slag time. 
Critical path has to be after launch of the project carefully controlled and all occasional 
problems must by operationally solved immediately because any delay would cause 
disability of following activities and delay of the project. 
 
Table 13: Analysis of the diagram  
 
a) Before adjustments          b) After adjustments  
                    
 Source: Author 
 
As it is visible from the table 13 (more detailed in attachment 13, 14) the 
project requires adjustment in form of levelling of the resources. The reason is that the 
resources on the table 13a in circled are cause overlaps, but the slack time allows 
restructure of the activities without the dead line postponing. 
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Conclusion 
Assignment of the thesis was to analyze activities connected with human 
resources marketing both, internal and external from which was chosen according to 
author‟s preferences segment for further analysis – university students as a potential 
candidates and employer brand. The analytical part was guided by marketing process 
structure, more specifically only tactical part which ends with design of new HR 
marketing mix. Proposal of the implementation was inspired by project management 
which provides detailed structure of implementation with third level activities duration, 
resources, schedule etc. described for easier understanding in diagrams. Technological 
orientated companies are extremely dependent on quality of the products and 
innovations which are to provide only their employees. That is the mission of the 
personnel marketing, to provide such employees. For instance, through the talented 
employees the company is able to achieve competitive advantage in form of the 
“outpacing quadrant” which possess the top position due to differentiation and cost-
focused strategy which is key to success on market.  
Findings from the interview approved the ABB‟s employer brand identity is 
very realistic, which means the gap between employer brand vision and reality is 
relatively narrow, and the students has realistic view about the company. The fact led to 
the decision that there are not necessary any improvements.   
The HR marketing mix designed by author was inspired by the interesting 
finding from the research which disclosed inappropriate communication between 
private sector and the students and according to student preferences (flexibility, reward 
and skills) and company‟s possibilities (resources and capacity) was determined one 
product – internship. According to the research most of the students learn about ABB 
and its activities from job-fair and the new approach of promotion should address the 
students more effectively and cover entire segment with low costs on promotion 
campaign which would attract huge number of student‟s candidates. This improvement 
would provide to ABB candidates with combination of internal and external personal 
marketing because before full-time employment ABB will work with external subjects 
but cooperate with them on internal basis.  
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Processing of the thesis contributed to the author to deepen his theoretical 
knowledge in field of the human resources marketing, marketing and project 
management. Connection of the mentioned areas created system of the personnel 
marketing applicable in the real business environment. Because of lack of available 
publications about the personnel marketing the author had certain advantage in 
creativity and own proposals during the writing. 
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Attachments   
 
Attachment 1: Main Tools of Adaptation Process 
 
Adaptation Tool Responsibility 
 Contact with employees before enter the company  HR Department 
 Explanation of information material HR department 
 Explanation of adaptation plan Direct superior 
 Entrance interview with manager Direct superior 
 Introducing to co-workers Direct superior 
 Interview with new worker (feedback) Direct superior 
 Introduction to specific departments Department manager 
 Orientation training participation HR department 
 Monitoring of adaptation progress HR department 
 Evaluation of adaptation process HR department 
Source: Stýblo a kol, 2011 
  
Attachment 2: Recruiting and Selection Process 
 
 
Source: Hroník, 2006 
 
Attachment 3: Weak and Strong Points of Technical Universities Students 
 
Strong Points - non-specific expertise 
- ability to learn 
- development of talent 
Weak Points - specific expertise 
- knowledge and skills applied in 
practice 
- languages 
- additional expertise (economic, 
management, legislative) 
- soft-skills (communication, 
cooperativeness etc.) 
 
Source: Putnová, Rašticová, 2010 
Attachment 4: The Questionnaire 
 
Dobrý den, 
jsem studentem 5. ročníku Fakulty podnikatelské na VUT v Brně a rád bych Vás 
požádal o vyplnění následujícího dotazníku, zaměřujícího se na vztah mezi studenty 
VUT a firmy ABB, s.r.o. Vyplnění dotazníku Vám nezabere více než 5 minut a přispěje 
k zefektivnění vztahů mezi studenty VUT a ABB.  
 
1. Na jaké fakultě VUT studujete? 
□ Fakulta elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií 
□ Fakulta informačních technologií 
□ Fakulta strojního inženýrství  
 
2. Jaký druh studia a ročník v současné době navštěvujete?  
 
□ Bakalářské 1. ročník 
□ Bakalářské 2. ročník 
□ Bakalářské 3. ročník 
□ Magisterské 1. ročník 
□ Magisterské 2. ročník  
 
3. Myslíte si, že je na Vaší fakultě dostatečně podporována komunikace a 
spolupráce se soukromím sektorem za účelem získání praktických zkušeností? 
 
□ Ano 
□ Spíše ano 
□ Ne  
□ Spíše ne 
 
 4. Ucházel/a jste se během studia o některou z následující forem pracovní, nebo 
odborné spolupráce s firmou Vašeho zaměření? Ohodnoťte prosím na škále 1-5 
jako ve škole. 
 
□ Plný úvazek 
□ Částečný úvazek  
□ Stáž 
□ Trainee program 
□ Odborné školení 
□ Další........................... 
 
 
 
 
5. Z jakého zdroje nejčastěji čerpáte informace o nabízených pracovních 
příležitostech, či jiných formách spolupráce? Ohodnoťte prosím na škále 1-5 
jako ve škole. 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 
Reference u přátel atd.      
Pracovní veletrhy      
Internet      
Univerzitní intranet       
Pracovní agentury      
Tisk      
 
 
6. Pokud jste zvolil/a internet na 1. – 3. místě, můžete specifikovat webové 
stránky, které využíváte nejčastěji? 
 
□ Oficiální stránky firem 
□ Personální agentury 
□ Sociální sítě 
 □ Pracovní portály 
□ Jiné, prosím doplňte  ............................. 
 
7. Navštívil/a jste v minulosti některý z následujících pracovních veletrhů v České 
republice? 
 
□ iKariéra 
□ JobFair MSV 
□ Amper Career Day 
□ Den firem 
□ Kariera plus 
□ Career days 
□ Ne, žádný jsem v minulosti nenavštívil/a 
□ Jiný, prosím doplňte............................... 
 
 
8. Které následující faktory jsou pro Vás ve volbě budoucího zaměstnavatele 
nejdůležitější? Ohodnoťte prosím na škále 1-5 jako ve škole. 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 
Plat a bonusy      
Popis práce      
Dobrá znalost firmy      
Kariérní postup      
Image firmy      
Vzdělávací programy      
Lokalita      
 
 
9. Jaké tři benefity jsou pro Vás nejvíce motivující při volbě zaměstnavatele?  
 
□ Jazykové a vzdělávací kurzy 
□ Podpora volnočasových aktivit 
□ Příspěvek na pojištění 
 □ Příspěvky na bydlení 
□ Pružná pracovní doba, home office 
□ Služební automobil 
□ Služební telefon nebo notebook 
□ Příspěvek na stravu 
□ Dovolená delší než je stanovena v zákoníku práce 
□ Jiné, prosím doplňte............................... 
 
10. Jak vysoký plat byste si u budoucího zaměstnavatele představoval/a, vzhledem 
k Vašim zkušenostem a znalostem získaných během studia?   
 
□ Do 15 000 měsíčně 
□ Do 20 000 měsíčně 
□ Do 25 000 měsíčně 
□ Do 30 000 měsíčně 
□ Více než 30 000 měsíčně 
 
11. Znáte firmu ABB a její činnosti v rámci České republiky? 
□ Ano 
□ Ne 
 
12. Pokud byla Vaše odpověď ano, kde jste se o ABB poprvé dozvěděl/a? 
 
□ Pracovní veletrh 
□ Oficiální stránky firmy 
□ Sociální sítě 
□ Odborná přednáška  
□ Článek v časopise / na internetu  
□ Jinde, prosím doplňte........................... 
 
13. Zapojil/a jste se někdy do rozvojových aktivit ABB zaměřených na studenty 
vysokých škol? 
  
□ Ano 
□ Ne 
 
14. Pokud ano, můžete jmenovat, které aktivity konkrétně? 
 
□ Diplomová práce 
□ Trainee program 
□ Exkurze 
□ Stáž 
□ Brigáda 
□ Odborná přednáška 
□ Jiná, prosím doplňte.................................. 
 
15. Pokud Vaše odpověď byla ne, která aktivita by Vás nejvíce zaujala? 
 
□ Diplomová práce 
□ Trainee program 
□ Exkurze 
□ Stáz 
□ Brigáda 
□ Odborná přednáška 
□ Jiná, prosím doplňte.................................. 
 
 
16. Které následující faktory na Vás působí nejlepším dojmem atraktivního 
zaměstnavatele? Ohodnoťte prosím na škále 1-5 jako ve škole. 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 
Motivující mzdová 
politika  
 
     
Efektivní systém 
zaměstnaneckých 
     
 benefitů 
Rozvojové programy pro 
zaměstnance 
 
     
Spolupráce 
s univerzitami  
 
     
Umístění ve srovnávacích 
studiích 
 
     
Pozitivní firemní kultura  
 
     
 
 
17. Působí na Vás firma ABB jako atraktivní zaměstnavatel, v porovnání s ostáními 
firmami na trhu? 
 
□ Souhlasím 
□ Spíše souhlasím 
□ Nevím 
□ Spíše nesouhlasím 
□ Nesouhlasím 
 
Děkuji za Váš čas. Vyplněné dotazníky prosím předejte pověřené osobě. 
Internship
Project team
Leader
Members
HR Marketing 
Mix
Product 
Price
Promotion
Place
Resources
Planning
Approval
Preparation
Timetable
Recruitment 
process
Actions
Promotion
Job-fair
Coach training
Recruitment 
process
Aftermath
Results 
announcement 
Contract sign
Adaptation 
program 
Internship
Presentation 
and evaluation 
Full-time 
employment 
Attachment 5: Work Breakdown Structure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
Attachment 6: Duration Estimation 
 
Task Most likely Optimistic Pessimistic 
Expected 
duration 
Launch project 0 0 0 0 
Project team leader 1 1 1 1 
Project team  2 1 3 2 
Internship proposal 3 2 4 3 
Reward proposal 2 1 3 2 
Locality proposal 2 1 3 2 
Promotion proposal 4 2 5 4 
Planning of resources 3 2 5 3 
Management approval 1 1 2 1 
Timetable  1 1 1 1 
Recruitment process design 4 3 5 4 
Mentor selection 1 1 1 1 
Office preparation 8 5 10 8 
Launch of campaign 14 10 17 14 
Job-fair 2 1 3 2 
Train mentor 4 3 5 4 
Recruitment process 12 10 14 12 
Results announcement 2 1 3 2 
Contract sign 0 0 0 0 
Internship project selection 2 1 3 2 
Adaptation Program 4 4 5 4 
Internship 32 32 34 32 
Presentation and evaluation 4 3 6 4 
Full-time contract 0 0 0 0 
Sum 108 86 133 109 
 
Source: Author 
  
 Attachment 7: Dependencies of WBS 
 
Task  ID 
Duration 
(weeks) 
Policy Dependencies 
Launch project A 0 
Beginning of the project according to 
schedule.   
Project team leader B 1 
Find suitable project leader who will 
build the project team. A 
Project team  C 2 
The project team leader will engage 
members of project team. B  
Internship proposal D 3 
Team will prepare detailed description 
and structure of the internship.  C  
Reward proposal E 2 
Team will prepare detailed description 
and structure of the reward.  C  
Locality proposal F 2 
Team will prepare detailed description 
and structure of the location.  C  
Promotion proposal G 4 
Team prepare detailed description of the 
promotion campaign together with 
marketing department. C  
Planning of 
resources H 3 
Project members suggest resources 
needed fro each component of the mix. D,E,F,G 
Management 
approval I  1 
The project leader present budget 
proposal to the manager. H 
Timetable  J 1 
High-light of the most important 
checkpoints of the project with duration.  I 
Recruitment 
process design K 4 
Together with employees of HR 
department is designed optimal 
recruitment process. J 
Mentor selection L 1 
Project manager contact suitable mentor 
for the students and choose the most  I 
Office preparation M 8 
Project team is responsible for office 
equipment  and feasibility I 
Launch of 
campaign N  14 
Beginning of the promotion campaign 
according to schedule.         J 
Job-fair O 2 
The team communicate exact date with 
organizer of the iKariera and prepare 
equipment etc.  N 
Train mentor P 4 
The future student's mentor will attend 
several courses focused on specific 
areas. L 
Recruitment 
process Q 12 
HR department with project team 
organize the process in order to choose 
the most talented candidates O, K,P 
 Results 
announcement R 2 
HR department contact the candidates 
about results of the recruitment process. Q 
Contract sign S 0 
HR department invite five best students 
to the company sign the contract.  R 
Internship project 
selection T 2 
Students will choose which problem 
would like to solve. R 
Adaptation 
Program U 4 Starts according to schedule  S,M, T 
Internship V 32 Starts according to schedule  T 
Presentation and 
evaluation W 4 
All involved persons evaluate student's 
internship performance.  U 
Full-time contract X 0 
To the student is offered by HR 
department full-time working 
arrangement.  V 
 
Source: Author 
  
 Attachment 8: Gantt Diagram Input Table 
 
Task ID 
Start 
(week) 
Duration 
(weeks) 
Slack 
time 
Launch project A 0 0 0 
Project team leader B 1 1 0 
Project team  C 2 2 0 
Internship proposal D 4 3 1 
Reward proposal E 4 2 2 
Locality proposal F 4 2 2 
Promotion proposal G 4 4 0 
Planning of resources H 8 3 0 
Management approval I  11 1 0 
Timetable  J 12 1 0 
Recruitment process design K 13 4 12 
Mentor selection L 17 1 7 
Office preparation M 19 8 18 
Launch of campaign N  13 14 0 
Job-fair O 27 2 0 
Train mentor P 19 4 6 
Recruitment process Q 29 12 0 
Results announcement R 41 2 0 
Contract sign S 42 0 3 
Internship project selection T 43 2 0 
Adaptation Program U 45 4 0 
Internship V 49 32 0 
Presentation and evaluation W 81 4 0 
Full-time contract X 85 0 0 
Source: Author 
 
 Attachment 9: Budget Structure 
  Description Amount Price SUM (CZK) 
Language English language 5 3980 19900 
Soft-skills course 
Presentation and Rhetoric,   
Project Management ,   
Leadership and Motivation 
Team Working 20 4370 87400 
Award Scholarship 40 3000 120000 
Office expenses 
Energy, internet, telephone bill 8 2000 16000 
Office equipment  
Table 1 9000 9000 
Chair 5 1500 7500 
Multifunction printer 1 2500 2500 
Flipchart 1 1800 1800 
Other 1 1000 1000 
Campaign 
Advertisement  design 1 5000 5000 
Job-fair 1 25000 25000 
ikariera partnership 1 20000 20000 
Recruitment 
Assessment centre 1 50 000 50 000 
Online tests 1 15 000 15 000 
Employees 
Bonuses 
Team leader 31 900 27900 
Team members 124 700 86800 
Mentor 42 850 35700 
TOTAL       530500 CZK 
 
Source: Author 
 
 
 Attachment 10: Competitors Analysis  
 
 Schneider 
Electric 
Siemens Honeywell IBM Škoda Auto ČEZ ABB 
Image
2 6 reasons why work 
for Schneider 
Electric: corporate 
culture, working 
abroad, uniqueness, 
future, innovation and 
environment. 
Company description 
and career refers to 
people with curiosity.  
Graphic presentation 
about company‟s 
activities: technology 
and IT solutions, 
airspace, automation, 
transport systems etc.  
Picture of male 
young person with 
introducing 
question: Are you 
ready to work for 
IBM? 
 Motivating video 
about career in Auto 
Skoda  
Motto: Where else? 
Graphic presentation 
promoting ČEZ 
summer university 
Graphic 
presentation with 
motto: What trends 
are shaping our 
world? With 
reference to 
discussion. 
Career offers Job offers are placed 
according location 
without visible sign if 
the position is 
appropriate for 
graduates.  
Referring to Siemens 
international job portal 
with geographical, 
language, education 
and skills filter. 
Segmentation based on 
location, field and type 
of job. Vacancies are 
marked for graduates.  
Referring to IBM 
international job 
portal with 
segmentation 
criteria: job area, 
region and country.  
Lucrative positions 
are marked with sign 
“hot”. 
Link to available 
vacancies with 
condition to register 
into database.  
Graphic selection 
according region 
together with more 
specific filter.   
Graphic selection 
according location 
with list of all 
position. Vacancies 
are market for 
graduates and also 
for flexible 
arrangements.  
                                                 
2
  first impression from company‘s official webpage, section career 
 Part-time jobs N/A N/A Offered for students in 
Brno, Prague and 
Olomouc 
Student positions are 
available after 
internship  
N/A N/A N/A 
Trainee 
Programs 
International program 
Marco Polo for 
graduates (2 years) 
Learn@Siemens 
trainee program for 
students of 4. and 5. 
grade with scholarship  
ASIS Engineer 
internship for graduates   
N/A Trainee program 
SKODA for 
graduated students 
of technical or 
economic 
universities.  
ČEZ Potentials – 
trainee program for 
graduates (1 year) 
Scholarship program 
“Vysokoškolak”  
ABB Local Trainee 
Program for 
graduates of 
technical 
universities. 
ABB International 
Trainee Program 
abroad. 
Internships N/A N/A Honeywell Innovators 
Scholarship  
IBM Smart 
University CZ 
internship for 
students  
Internship for High 
school and 
University students‟ 
supported 
scholarship. 
Summer University 
for students of 
technical universities  
N/A 
Diploma 
Thesis 
N/A Offers consultation 
with diploma thesis but 
no list of topic is 
available.  
Thesis topic are offered 
to students but 
unavailable online  
Available just for 
members of IBM 
Smart University 
and student 
employees.  
Connected with the 
internship   
Available online form 
for application.  
Available online 
with list of offered 
topics from different 
fields.  
Competition N/A Werner von Siemens 
Excellence Award – 
Student Competition 
– focused on Turbo 
N/A N/A ČEZ Award – best 
diploma and 
Competition “Ceske 
hlavicky” for high 
 focused on diploma 
and dissertation thesis 
and other research 
projects. 
 
Technologies dissertation thesis in 
field of energy 
industry. ČEZ 
Foundation Award – 
best scientific and 
technical project.  
school students 
University 
cooperation 
N/A University of West 
Bohemia, BUT, Czech 
Technical University in 
Prague, Technical 
University of Ostrava. 
BUT, Czech Technical 
University in Prague, 
Technical University of 
Ostrava. 
Czech Technical 
University in 
Prague, Technical 
University of 
Ostrava, University 
of West Bohemia, 
Masaryk University, 
University of 
Economic.  
Over 20 universities 
in Czech Republic, 
Slovakia, Germany 
and Shanghai 
Technical University 
of Liberec, University 
of West Bohemia, 
Czech Technical 
University in Prague, 
University of 
Pardubice, Technical 
University of Ostrava, 
BUT.  
University of West 
Bohemia, BUT, 
Czech Technical 
University in Prague, 
Technical University 
of Ostrava. 
Others N/A N/A Available excursion 
and lectures, meeting 
with students and 
laureates of Nobel 
prize. 
Lectures 
cooperation, project 
financing, R&D, 
Competence 
Centers. 
Students' Club, 
Skoda Days, Škoda 
Auto University,  
Mathematic and 
physical competitions, 
lectures, workshops, 
excursion.  
Excursion, 
participation on 
projects 
Source www.schneider-
electric.cz  
http://www.siemens.co
m  
http://honeywell.jobs.c
z 
http://www.ibm.com  http://www.skoda-
auto.cz/ 
http://www.kdejinde.cz  http://abb.jobs.cz  
Source: Author 
  
Attachment 11: Project Network Diagram  
 Attachment 12: Gantt Diagram Based on Project Network Diagram 
 
 
 
 
  
 Attachment 13: Adjusted Gantt Diagram According to Resources Overlaps 
 
 
 
